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Campus DJ angered over firing
NICK HURM
STAFF WRITER

SARAH SACCANY/ The BG News
OUTTA HERE — DJ Nazeer Lofti -Fard is no longer allowed in the WBGU
radio station.

City prepares for
migrant workers
This is the first part of a
three part series on migrant
farm workers in Wood
County.
Today the focus will be on
preparing for migrant
workers.
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CHIEF REPORTER

About 150 families will migrateto Wood County this month to do
agricultural work. Ohio's No. I
industry.
"'Most people who come are
from Texas and Florida." said
Shirley Green. Rural Opportunities.
Inc.. naming and employment coordinator. "We sometimes get people
from Mexico and other countries."
ROI. a support organization for
migrant farm workers and other
rural poor, functions as an advocate
and provides various services. Services provided include job training,
day care service, English classes,
employment opportunities, and
Classroom training that help individuals pursue careers in other fields
For the past few weeks. ROI staff
members and volunteers from the
community have been getting the

buildings at the Migrant Rest Center
in Liberty Center. Ohio, up to living
standards. This might involve painting and repairing windows and
screens.
In addition, local churches might
adopt a room and furnish it with
blankets, table tops, curtains and
appliances.
"We try to give the rooms a family touch." Green said.
A group of University students
volunteered at the MRC during
Community Day, April 8. Some students washed beds, windows and
walls, while others painted bed ends
and walls.
"I helped paint the rooms." said
Joe Swora. a graduate American
Culture Studies student who worked
with migrant laborers for six years.
"I was glad to see that people
showed up there to help out; it was
good to show support."
Green said migrant farm workers
began to arrive in late March and
early April. The first group of people
to arrive are the planters, who cultivate the crops and do labor to get the
camps in order. The second group
consists ot the harvest pickers.
"The last group are usually people who pick apples, squashes and
beets, because harvesting of such
crops is during the fall season."

Nazeer Lofti-Fard admils he is no
angel, but he doesn't believe that
any of his actions ever deserved his
termination from 88.1 WBGU.
Lofti-Fard was fired following a
March 30th show in which he made
comments about his bosses and certain co-workers at the station. In his
Indie-Rock genre show, Lofti-Fard
called WBGU general manager
Randy Moore "a douche bag." He
also made a threat he said was satirical to DJ Dub (Jason Dublin).
"Personally I don't know Nazeer
very well and I think his attack on
me was unprovoked." Moore said.
"I was a little upset. You're telling
everybody in a 40 mile radius that
this person is a douche bag. He went
way out of bounds and broke the
professionalism of the radio station."
While Lofti-Fard agreed that
some punishment was in store, he
believes he was fired unjustly. LoftiFard believes that Moore fired him
because of their troubled relationship in the first place.
"Randy didn't even come to me
to see my side of it." Lofti-Fard said.
"He never heard the tape of the
show He just went on other peoples'
word — which were mainly lies."
Moore bypassed the punishment
procedure, which incorporates J verbal warning, final warning, week
suspension and then final termination. In Lofti-Fard's contract, it
gives Moore the right to skip these
steps if he feels necessary to do so in
extreme cases.
"It was well in my right because
of the waiver that he signed saying
that we can skip steps." Moore said.
"I made that decision and a few days
after that we had a meeting with
every executive member of the staff

and we came to a final conclusion.
As of now the suspension stands."
During the debated show. Loin
Fard talked about the troubled relationship he was having with Moore
and program director Justin Hemminger.
Lofti-Fard spoke of the fust
warning he was given by Moore He
stated a theory that if all the people
in China stood on a 3-foot stool and
jumped off at the same time then the
world would explode. Moore found
the joke offensive while Lofti-Fard
claimed it was directed towards
China's large population, not ethnicity.
Another issue Lofti-Fard discussed on his show was with Hemminger. Lofti-Fard was given a
warning by Hemminger after playing a song that contained a vulgar
word that violates FCC (Federal
Communication Commission) rules.
He believes the mistake was not his
bull because it was the station's CD
All songs with profanity arc supposed to be scratched off. The track
he played wasn't.
Lofti-Fard made a repeated
offense the day of the show when he
played a Lagwagon song that had
the word "bullsh't" in it.
"The first warning I gave him he
[Lofti-Fard| told me it was a legitimate mistake so I gave him the benefit of the doubt." Hemminger said.
"When it happened again, that's
when I knew it was time to step in
and find out what was going on As
it turned out, it was something from
his home collection that he played."
Lofti-Fard believes similar offens
es have been emulated by his coworker in other instances, which
included inappropriate material and
the same vulgar language in songs.
Hemminger admitted that he suspended himself in the past tin ,i
week after material he admitted was
inappropriate for his show was

played. Lofti-Fard thinks that if he
would have been another employee
at the station, he would have had
much less of a punishment.
"You can take the comment about
tne away, but the fact is he threatened violence to a member of our
staff." Moore said "It became clear
to me and everybody else that is a
member of position that this is what
we should do."
The threat Moore i- talking about
was a comment Lofti-Fard made
about 88 1 disc jockey DJ Dub.
Lofti-Fard made a satirical threat to
Dublin that he was going to "kick
his ass." Lofti-Fard said that the
comment was blown way out of proportion.
"Our policy says that over the air.
it you say something in a comical
way. that you are supposed to disregard any meaning of it." Lofti-Fard
said. "Even on the tape I said I was
kidding DJ Dub didn't even say that
I threatened him. It goes to show
that Randv didn't even come to me.
hut went on other people's words."
Moore said that Lofti-Fard can
come back to the station if he hands
over the tape and let's Moore review
n II the 88.1 board pardons LoftiFard for the incidents then Moore
said he can come back to the station
next year after completing a DJ
course
"What I don't understand is if he
had all these problems with us. whv
he never came to us to discuss
them." Hemminger said. "Why did
he led thai it was more necessary to
an his grievances over (he air. All of
us have been infinitely patient with
Nazeei "
In the end. Lofti-Fard just wants

to get fuck on the air and start doing
what he enjoys most.
"'It is just something I enjoyed
doing." Lofti-Fard said. "They took
it away for ridiculous reasons."

Ready, Strap, Go

BEN FRENCH/ The BG News
RUN — The University's finest strut their stuff across the campus yesterday.

See MIGRANT, page 7.

Group celebrates 25 years of answered prayers
BRANDI BARHITE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Thirteen Bowling Green State
University women said they have
the most powerful weapon on campus — prayer.
"We always joke that if we don't
like something we'll just pray about
it and change it." said Kathy Woessnet. member of the BGSU faculty
and staff prayer group.
The prayer group, celebrating its
25th anniversary this year, meets
every Wednesday at noon in 121
Williams Hall. On its best day 13
people attend, but even when only
two people could make it a few
years ago. the group survived.
Although group members represent different religious denominations. Judy Gilbert, a group member
for 21 years, said this has not affected the unity or the success of the
group.
"Each person brings their own
specialness into the group. We have
Catholics. Lutherans and we have
people just searching for the Lord, it
has worked very well."

Connie Willis, one of the two
original members who helped start
the group when she first began
working as a secretary in the BGSU
history department, said the group
endured despite periods of low
attendance because its members
believe in the power of prayer.
"We have seen results from our
prayers." Willis, group leader, said.
"We have prayed for people that
have had problems with their departments and these people have been
moved out of the office. We have
p ayed for my husband who has had
two heart attacks and cancer and
who shouldn't be alive, but is,
because of God and prayer."
The other women have their own
stories of answered prayers. Woessner's husband finally sought help for
his smoking habit after she prayed
for him for 13 years.
Her daughter. Crystal, 19. prayed
during her pregnancy that she would
deliver a healthy baby. She now has
an infant son who sometimes attends
the prayer group with her.
Gilbert asked God if she should
take chemotherapy in addition to
surgery for her breast cancer. Two

days later her doctor told her
chemotherapy treatment would be
unnecessary.
The prayer group was first
formed in 1975 after the founder,
Joan Arras, former BGSU faculty
member, contacted Willis about
forming a group for Christians who
were interested in studying the
Word.
Interested immediately, Willis
joined the group hoping to meet
people who were Christians and
who "were going in the same direction as she was."
In the beginning the group only
had a handful of members, but grew
quickly as both classified staff and
administrators began to join. Sometimes the meetings were held on
Tuesdays, sometimes on Wednesdays, but always at noon when the
faculty and staff could break away
for lunch.
Although the prayer group has
only had one male member in its
lifetime and a handful of students,
the group is open to everyone.
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Greeks irate
over exclusion
from hiring
BF.TH SHOEMAKER
STAFF WRITER

Interfraternity Council President
Steve Swaggerty is mad as hell and
he's not going to take it anymore.
Swaggerty and other members of
the Greek community
have
expressed outrage over not being
able to be involved in the hiring of a
new associate director of Greek
Affairs, a position recently vacated
by Lisa Fedler.
"Typically, when the University
hires someone, they have students
on the selection committee," Swagsald
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was formed
to interview the selection
potential
committee."
candidates
Steve Swaggerty
for the new
Inleifraleniily Council
position.
When the
President
committee
was
formed.
Bud Beany, director of Residence
Life, along with classified staff,
graduate students and secretaries
were left standing. Swaggerty. however, felt there was one glaring
omission — no fraternity or sorority
members.
"We are |ust asking to be placed
on the committee to talk with the
candidates
Students need to be
involved with the recommendation,"
he said. "We aren't asking to make
the decision about whom to hire."
Beany said that students have
plenty of opportunities to be
involved in the hiring process.
"First, it's not a search committee, it's a screening committee." he
said. "They don't decide who gets
hired, they only forward the names
of those candidates that should be
considc/ed."
Beatty said that he thinks he can
get better input from students using
his own method, instead of placing
students on the committee.
"During the candidate's campus
interview, there used to be only one
opportunity for students to meet
with that person. Now there will be
two," he said.
Beatty s plan includes two meetings with the candidates. Then he
plans to meet with interested students as a group to listen to their
input.
"I think this way will provide a
richer and more comprehensive
assessment of students' feelings," he
said. "I think this plan is a much bellet wa\ lo get the broadest amount
of student opinions."
Beatty said that he had contacted
all fraternity and sorority presidents
to let them know about their opportunity to be involved in the group
meetings. So far. 13 people have
expressed interest.
Swaggerty isn't so sure about
Beatty's intentions.
"'At one point. Beatty told me that
students couldn't be involved
because they don't always see the
big picture." he said "Basically, I
feel like any plan he makes wouldn't
matter because we don't trust him.
It's like our opinion doesn't matter
at all. Having a meeting with students after the decision has probably
already been made doesn't mean a
whole lot lo us."
• See GREEK, page 7.
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BEN FRENCH/ The BG News
PRAYER GROUP — Several members of the prayer group pose on the
steps of Williams Hall: (back) Judy Gilbert. Robin Agen-Lamprecht. Sheryl
Sabo, Janet Swartxlander. (front) Connie Willis, Crystal RizzieUo. Kathy
Woessner. (baby) Jordan Rlzslello.

i See PRAYER, page 7.
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e World Survivors of Hiroshima press for end to nuclear weapons
In Brief
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Russia displays fragment of
Hitler's skull
MOSCOW (AP) — What officials claim is a fragment of Adolf
Hitler's skull went on display
Wednesday, along with documents
revealing what happened to the dictator's remains after they were
seized by Soviet troops in 1945.
The four-inch fragment was displayed under thick glass at Russia's
Federal Archives Service. The exhibition is called "The Agony of the
Third Reich: The Retribution."

The Nation
In Brief
Commission declines to cite
Jacobs
COLUMBUS (AP) — The Ohio
Elections Commission on Tuesday
declined 10 cite Cleveland developer
Richard Jacobs for his role in a ballot fight last fall between two
Columbus-area shopping malls.
The commission, which hears
campaign complaints, fell one vote
short of the four needed to find
Jacobs in violation of campaign
finance laws,
The commission did. however,
find the Richard B. Jacobs Group,
and Citizens to Save Northland.
violated the law by making false
statements in a television ad.

UNITED NATIONS —At 8:15
a.m. on Aug. 6. 1945. Setsuko Nakamura looked out a window and saw
a blinding flash of light. Instantly,
the 13-year-old girl had the sensation of floating as the wooden building collapsed.
She awoke in darkness, unable to
move. She heard the faint cries of
other girls, saying "Help me!" Many
of those voices would never cry
again. But someone loosened the
timbers over Setsuko. and she was
able to crawl toward the light and
live on.
Fifty-five years later, she stood
outside the United Nations on Tuesday with a simple message from
Hiroshima: Never again.
While representatives from
around the world met across the
street at a U.N. conference reviewing the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty. Setsuko spoke to 50 people,
urging them to look at the hundreds
of Japanese names written on two
yellow banners.
"There are 350 names of my
schoolmates and teachers — only
from my own school, just one school
among many schools." she said,
clenching a fist. 'They all perished."

Associated Press Photo
AFTERMATH — Shuki Sugawara, left, of Tokyo and Koso Takahashi, second left, of Hiroshima hold photographs of the aftermath
of the 1945 atomic bombing of Japan at a demonstration in New York yesterday in the plaza across from the United Nations.

Your Best Value in Higher Education
$51.65/cretlH liotn♦ Take a variety of English. Math, or Business classes
in 5,8. or 11 weeks then transfer credits to your
"home" school.
♦ Continue with summer classes to graduate early.
♦ Get a jump on the fall quarter with summer classes.

Your Career Partner...

HELP WANTED!
4$jkPs
SUMMER 2000
£
J$r JOB OPPORTUNITIES AT B.G.S.U. jj
hnals are

EMPLOYMENT IS AVAILABLE THIS SUMMER WITH DINING SERVICES
RATES STARTAT $5.70.

North Central State
COLLEGE

real education for the real world
Summer Quarter
Begins June 19th
Apply 8am-8pm weekdays

9 Dining Services will be operating facilities in Founders, Commons, and Kreischer
this summer. Additionally, Catering and banquet services will be hiring
part-time staff.
• If you are interested in summer employment with us, applications arc available
at any Dining Services cashier or office.

around the
comer...

Are you ready???

■

Official Count: .
4 days

• Applicants will be contacted by the Summer Scheduling Office.

419/755-4888 or 888/755-4899
www.ncstate.tec.oh.us
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Aatnlllnl by the commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North central Aisocianc i

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
April 24-27, Mon. - Thurs., 8:00 - 6:00
April 28, Fit. 8.00 - 5:00
April 29, Sat., 9:00 - 5:00
May I-4, Mon. - Thurs., 8:00 - 6:00
May 5, Fit, 8:00 - 5:00
FOUNDERS KEEPERS FOOD COURT
. May I-4, 10:00-4.00
May 5, 10:00-3:00
Student ID Required
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HOURS
Monday - Thrusday: 8:00am - 6:00pm
Friday: 8:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday: 9:00am - 5:00pm

Conveniently Located on Campus
NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS
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invites you to the annual

[<in<o A* Mayo Festival
11:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Saturday,
April 29, 2000. Wood County Junior Fair
Bldg. folkloric dancers, mariachi band
costume contest for all ages, talent
show, pinata, magician, free child
health screening, authentic Mexican
food, & much more... Free Admission!
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OPINION
Random year-end gripes
www.bgnews.com/opinion

In honor of Secretary's Day,
many department heads took their
secretaries out to lunch to show their
appreciation for all of the hard work
secretaries do.
Some people
(including students) that I spoke
with yesterday did not understand
why Secretary's Day was needed.
The way I look at it, the secretaries are the hubs of each company,
organization, business or department. They sort the calls and keep
everyone in the department
informed and up to date. Many people who have a secretary make them
do everything that they don't want to
do, including copying and sorting.
Why shouldn't we thank them for
doing all of the crappy grunt work
we don't want to do?
Also, how many times have you
gone to an office of any type and
gotten furious with the secretary
because things weren't going right?
It's not their fault. Maybe they can't
even do anything about it. but there
you are. hollering at them because
the person silting in a comfy office
is not making things go your way.
Yesterday was the day lo say
"I'm sorry" for those instances or
"Thank you for listening to me"
(whichever applies best) Most of
the year, work or even our problems
are dumped on secretaries. Why
shouldn't Ihey have a day set aside
to say "Thank you for all that you
do." or "I'm sorry for giving you
such problems."
I would like to take this lime to
clear up a problem that many of the

universities have one radio station
that is carrier current (broadcasts
over the electrical lines on campus).
This AM station is low frequency
AM (you can get it about one mile
off campus in either direction).
WFAL is a commercial radio station
that has a modem rock format. They
play most of those cool groups long
before everyone thinks they are so
cool. WFAL is also only open to students of the university to be DJs.

The expected date of
graduation for
December is
December 23. The
23rd. Why doesn't
the University plan
graduation on
Christmas day1?
(Maybe they hadn't
thought of it yet!)
people on this campus have. We at
Bowling Green State University
have two radio stations. This is actually a very rare thing for universities
to have.
One radio station is WBGU 88.1
FM. This station is open to the pubic
to DJ and they also have a relaxed
format and are non-commercial
radio. This station plays the best
underground music in this area.
The other radio station is WFAL
1610 AM (yeah. I know, AM). Many

Both of these stations are run
COMPLETELY by students here at
the University. All I ask is that you
please get the call letters and signal
right; it's really frustrating when you
don't.

A.

The expected date of graduation
for December is December 23,
2000. The 23rd. Why doesn't the
University plan graduation on
Christmas day? (Maybe they hadn't
thought of it yet!)

Not only does Ihe University not
give us Good Friday off so that
many of us could go home and celebrate the Easter or Passover holiday
properly with our family, but il
wants to take our Christmas and
Chanukah holiday celebrations
away as well.

Personally. I am irritated because
my family will not be able lo see me
graduate from college. On my
father's side I am the first woman to
graduate from college.

k
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is jealousy towards those who do
have what we want. However, deep
down, those of us who have truly
learned this lesson are mature
enough to realize that maybe that
other person really is more qualified
The following event occurred
and deserving of the position,
recently involving the members of
award, or whatever the case may be.
the BGSU men's track team. Twice,
these busy young men came to
We personally know and have
Altcrra Sterling House Assisted Livworked for the entire semester with
ing facility (for senior citizens), in
that person who was selected for the
Bowling Green, to barbecue hamposition and find it ridiculous that
The residents of Sterling House she says that it "will SUCK"' to work
burgers and polish sausages for the
residents. There was laughter, shar- welcome students and faculty any- for him. She clearly has never
ing of stories, questions of future time and we encourage all to partic- worked with him and her motivation
plans and delicious smoke. The resi- ipate in the many opportunities for for saying such nasty things are
dents gave a resounding ovation for volunteering available in our com- obviously based on jealousy. Our
these fleet-footed cooks and servers. munity the year around. Thank you experiences with this person have in
so much for a stimulating and event- no way "SUCKED."
Many BGSU students and
instructors gave of their time, effort ful year. Have a wonderful summer!
In fact, it has been the exact
and talent to residents of our facility
opposite. He is organized, motivatthis pasl year. This growing commited, and if anything, over qualified
Doroihaynn Strange
ment by members of the University
for this position. No matter how
community to serve others, whether
heavy his workload, he will always
Belli Cook
through chanty fundraisers or time
find time to help those that he works
Sterling
House
Assisted
Living
spent volunteering, benefits everywith. We feel confident that he will
one involved from the city of Bowldo an excellent job in this position
ing Green to the BGSU student voland if you have the opportunity to
unteers themselves. Our residents
work with him. DO IT!
especially appreciate and enjoy the
For our "'final thought." we offer
contact with bright, energetic youth.
Domanski wrong to
lesson number 10: The sore loser
As for Sterling House, students
who publicly trashes the "winner"
attack winner of job
have come to visit and contribute in
only proves that she never deserved
so many ways, playing card games,
to "win" in the first place. By doing
serving meals, participating in disWe are writing in regards to the so. she has only become an even
cussion groups, conducting Bible
bigger loser.
study, doing manicures, and assist- "Final Thoughts" column written by
ing with crafts. Talented student Denisc Domanski. We are particumusicians and singers, professors larly concerned with lesson three:
Mindy Pasztor
and students alike, have delighted us You don't always get what you
want. In this "lesson." she revealed
with their voices and instruments.
mclindp@bgnet.bgsii.edu
that she was turned down for a job
Athletes from the women's soc- that she and her friend really wantLindsay Oaimn, yet
cer, rugby and volleyball programs, ed. Her retaliation was lo attack the
dlinds@bgnel.
bgsu. edu
as well as the men's basketball and person who did get the job.
-hockey teams, have shared the "ins
Mandy Hartman
Yes. life is full of many hardships
.and OUU" of their sports with us and
mandyha@bgnet.bgsu.edu
have even sometimes ended up and the first reaction for many of us

Sterling House people
thank students

singing with Martha, our resident
pianist.
With the generous help. too. of
BGSU international students, our
residents have "traveled" to beautiful Bahrain. Brazil. Ghana. Switzerland, France. Russia (twice), China.
Japan. Venezuela. South Africa.
Haiti, and the Ukraine. The hot
sands of Saudi Arabia await us in
May.

The BG News would like to apologize for the Page 3 column in Wednesday's paper. The comments made
were not reflective of the staff and were completely out of line. Tim Marshall. The BG News summer editor, is
qualified for the position and the spring staff wishes him the best of luck.
Brandi Barhite. Editor-in-Chief

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or. send it on e-mail to
traniStognet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor."

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News Is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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One problem lies in the fact that
about half of my family lives out of
the stale and will be arriving on the
23rd. If they were not arriving,
many people would want to spend
this limited time with the family.
Besides all of this, many families
have traditions in which they take
part on the 23rd to celebrate the holidays.

First, it is so close lo the Christmas that so many people celebrate
and smack dab in the middle of
Chanukah, a holiday thai many other
people celebrate. This is very disturbing for many reasons.

)>

PEOPLE
«
on the street
Question: Should students be included on faculty search
committees?

I know I have the option not to
attend my graduation service, but
my family and I would like to.

To those of you graduating I say
congratulations for getting out of
this place! As a student graduating
in December of 2000. I have another fish to fry.
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Although I do not consider
myself a feminist, my grandmother
sure is, so this is a big event for the
family! On my mother's side of the
family I am the first person to graduate from college. You may not
think this is a big deal, but my family does.

WHAT'S NEXT?

Laura Salasek is a BG News
Columnist. We're sure she has more
gripes, hut If you want to hem about
them, you'll have to contact her til
salasek@bgnet, bgsu. edu

Jessica Veitch
Freshman
Education
"Yeah, but only if
they are exceptional students."

Megan Sh river
Freshman
Seconday Ed.
"Yes because it
would make students more comfortable asking
their teachers
questions.'

Rachel Blevins
Freshman
Computer Art
"Definitely, we are
the customers."

Sara Eaton
Senior
Journalism
"Hell yeah, they
should be. We
pay for the faculty"

'..

_2ii
Lora Laux
Junior
Photography
"For sure! We pay
the prof!"

Life is precious gift
experiences be cramped into a four.
five, or six-year span lhal make you
more experienced. Be proud of ihe
fact that you will receive a degree
Relish ihe memories that your expe-.
nences have given you.

The song lyrics go "This is ihe
lime to remember, cause il will noi
las) forever" (from Billy Joel's song
This is ihe Time). These are powerful words that encompass how many
of us feel these last few days, realizing thai the journey through BGSU
is coming to an end. Soon the tassels
will begin lo collect dust and the
only thing we will have to hold onio
will be our memories. Someone
once asked me if I feared anything
— I realized that the only thing 1
fear in life is losing my memory.
So much of our lives are wrapped
up in our memories; they are ihe
gold of our soul. Without them nothing would have sentiment. Faces
would have no place, songs would
nol bring a smile lo our face, funny
moments would never be shared,
and life would be without any meaning. Our memories are more precious than all Ihe money in the
world.
College is a time for making
friends, finding yourself, testing
your boundaries, beliefs, values,
morals, and ethics, searching for the
people that make you happy, trying
to find love, and hundreds of other
ilems all Ihe while trying lo prepare
yourself for what has come to be
known as ihe "real world." Perhaps
you have learned a thing or two in
classes, have made some good
friends along the way. have grown
into a more mature individual, and
maybe even became a little responsible. Whatever the case, for many
the journey is more important than
the piece of paper called a diploma.
Face it — you are a totally different
person now than you were when you
arrived. If you arc nol then you have
a long way lo go.
For those of you who arc not ycl
finished and are rolling your eyes al
all Ihe nostalgia — just wait. Your
: lime will come and you'll feel Ihe
same way. Every time you go oul
'over the last few weeks you'll think
lo yourself "I may never see this per-

"For those of you who
are not yet finished
and are rolling your
eyes at all the
nostalgia —-just wait.
Your time will come
and you'll feel the
same way."
son again." Sure, the important people will remain in you live for years
lo come but what aboul all ihe others
you know? Whal will become of
them? That person in your department who you had almost every
class wilh. the bartender who always
made your drink the right way, or
that one person who always caught
your eye but you never had the gull
lo speak to. They are as much a pan
of your life as anything else.
There is a sadness in leaving that
is coupled wilh an excilcmeni for
adventure. Life is the greatest
adventure of all. and many of us are
about to embark upon il. II college is
supposed to be a training camp for
life then il sure as hell has been a
great ride. Gelling through college is
no small feat — less than one percent of the world's population holds
a college degree. Docs ihis make
you any better than the next person?
No. Bui life is made of experiences,
and never in your life will so many

I am nol trying to force anyone to.
cry or be sad I just want people to
realize the preciousness of life. All]
of my life I have Iried to convey to
Others Ihat life is a gift and they
should always take advantage of that
gift. While I was home over Easier I
had a chance to see one of my old
teachers — someone who used lo
have a passion for life and science.
Unfonunalely he has fallen lo Lou
Gerhig's disease and is in the final
slages. As I stood next to him and
his family. I was overwhelmed wilh
the idea lhat anyone is susceptible to
Ihe perils of life. No matter who you
are or whal you are doing each and
every one if us is mortal and our
lime will come. Live life lo the
fullest and never lake il for granted.
For some this is the end. for Olivers il is merely the beginning. Whatever the case. I implore you to think
aboul whal I have said — in ihis column and in all my others. Life is Ihe
grcalesl gift of all. Remember thai
and life for you will always be worth
living. Live your life as an exclamation, nol an explanation.

Jud Laipply is a wise BG News
columnist. If you have any final
words for him email him at judson@bgnel. bgsu. edu
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Malaysian hostages
to be released soon
THK ASMX'IAIU) PRESS

Associated Press Photo
BISON — Snowmobilers in Yellowstone National Park in Jackson, Wyo. approach a group of bison to test the animals' level of
stress. Researchers hope to determine elk and bison's reactions to tourists.

Yellowstone may ban snowmobiles from Park
TMK ASSOCIAThI) I'KI ss

WEST YELLOWSTONE. Mom.
— Randy Roberson remembers
what this bustling tourist town was
like 30 years ago, before snowmobiles started becoming the most popular wintertime way to sec Yellow-

stone National park

That was just a normal way of life."

"It was kind of a winter ghost
town." the Rendezvous Rentals
owner says "There was no economy
here. The majority of the people
moved away for the winter to follow
employment opportunities. Even
business owners would close up.

Now the National Park Service is
ready to impose new restrictions on
recreational snowmobiling at more
than two dozen of the sites it manages. In some cases, snowmobiles
may be banned entirely by next winter.

Class of 2000

The agency plans to announce the
details Thursday.
Snowmobiles are allowed in
more than 40 Park Service sites
from Acadia National Park in Maine
to California's Sequoia National
Park and numerous parks in the
Northwest and Alaska.

JOLO, Philippines — The gunmen who grabbed 21 hostages on a
Malaysian resort island will soon
free two Malaysians and are
demanding a $2.4 million ransom
for the release of the others, police
said today.
The hostages, including at least
10 foreigners, were being held in
Sulu, a remote province in the southern Philippines, government officials said.
A senior police official in Sulu.
who spoke on condition of anonymity, disclosed the $2.4 million ransom
demand and said the kidnappers
would release the two Malaysians
because they arc Muslim.
The kidnappers arc members of
the Abu Sayyaf. an extremist Muslim rebel group, said Nur Misuari, a
former Muslim retel leader who
now heads a Muslim autonomous
region in the southern Philippines.
They look the hostages Sunday on
Sipadan Island
The Abu Sayyaf are under attack
at their stronghold in nearby Basilan
province by Philippine troops
attempting to rescue 27 other
hostages kidnapped more than five
weeks ago.
Defense Secretary Orlando Mer-

cado, who visited Sulu today, said
the hostages have been divided into
se\eral groups and are being moved
around the town of Talipao. a mountainous area about 12 miles from
Jolo, Sulu's capital
Presidential Executive Secretary
Ronaldo Zamora said he was told by
a former Muslim rebel leader that
some of the hostages are also in
Tawi Tawi, a nearby province.
He said President Joseph Estrada
has appointed Nur Misuari, head of
the Moro National Liberation Front,
as the government's negotiator with
the kidnappers. The MNI.F. once the .
country's largest Muslim rebel
group, signed a peace treaty in 1996.'
Mercado said government officials have had no direct contact M ith
the kidnappers and have not heard
their demands.
The Abu Sayyaf \s local commander in Sulu. Galid Andang. is -us
pectcd of having masterminded the
kidnappings of three Hong Kong
fishery workers in 1998 and a businessman freed in January after being
held for 70 days, the military says.
The current ordeal began Sunday
when six men armed with AK-47a
and a rocket launcher ransacked a
resort on Sipadan Island on Sunday,
grabbing hostages.

Ready for the real world

bgsu.eGrad2000.com

Log on Today

Free t-shirts in 204 West Hall
*While Supplies Last

marcos Pizza
MEDIUM PIZZA

$

limited time
offer

1 Topping Pizza

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS
1 Topping Pizzas

$
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Free
Delivery

1045 N. Main

353-BGSU
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YES, THERE IS
SUCH A THING AS
A FREE LUNCH!
No Cover before 5pm and a Free Lunch Buffet.

The HOTTEST Thing About April|
is the Showers!

SHOWER SHOWS
Wet-N-Wild all Weekend!
MONDAYS- College ID Night
WEDNESDAYS- Amateur Night
FRI & SAT-Party til 4am
SATURDAYS- Couples Night

■ Restrictions may apply .
^
Exp. 4/30/00

21 & Over? Check out the VIP
Members Only Lounge!
18 & over lounge is still here. Call for more information.

135 S. Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079
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Clinton visits
North Carolina
THE ASSOCIATED PKESS

WHITEVJIXE, N.C. — In this
i North Carolina town where first-run
movies come a few weeks late and
' people speak slowly with a soft
drawl. President Clinton today
underscored a need for better and
faster Internet connections in homes
and businesses in rural America
Residents of this farming community can access the World Wide
Web. But for some people, who
■ depend on ordinary phone lines, it's
• more like the "World Wide Wait."
•' the White House said.
"The Internet is slow. You can try
lo gel on. but it sometimes takes 30
to 45 minutes before we can even
conned because of the phone lines.
And then sometimes, when you're
in. it will boot you out," Theresa
Jones, who has a custom drapery
. business in her native Whitevillc.
said .is she waited to see Clinton.
'
■
.
'
;

It's not just Inlernel connections
thai are slow-moving in this town of
about 12.000 people.

>
,
\
\
;

"Whitcville is very slow, very
slow. No one's ever in a hurry," she
said. "There's only one movie iheater. Movies are a little late. Twelve
o'clock on the dot you leave lo
lunch. Five o'clock on the dot.
everybody is ready to walk out from
work."

Clinton's trip to Whiieville was
the fifth in a series of "New Market"

tours the president has made to
stress the need for economic development in depressed areas of ihe
nation like Columbus County, N.C,
where the unemployment rate'is 12
percent — one of the highesl in the
state.
He toured Remote Data Systems
Inc.. a 7-year-old company that
designs and makes devices for scientists and environmental regulators. To keep growing, the company
needs faster access to the Internet,
something that doesn't come as
cheaply in Columbus County as it
does in more urban areas of North
Carolina.
RDS President Ben Frink showed
Clinton one of Ihe company's monitoring devices that is bear-resistant.
"I could use that in Washington."
Clinton joked.
He also watched a demonstration
on how wireless high-speed internet
technology can be affordably
deployed in remote areas where it is
cosily to lay cable and fiber datatransmission lines.

i'-'SiK.-"«\\.Associated Press Photo
TRAIN — A railroad car sits smoking in the Norfolk Southern terminal in Danville, Kentucky after catching fire and later exploding
The train was carrying the toxic chemical sodium dithionite.

Chemical fire forces evacuations

Dr. Irwin Jacobs, chairman of |
Qualcomm Inc.. a telecommunicaTHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
tions company, showed off the speed
ol the technology using e-mail
DANVILLE. Ky. — Plume- of
hookups on two computers set up
side by side. Clinton stood and white smoke and gas filled the sky
maneuvered the mouse while Jacobs alter a fire broke out in a railroad car
showed how slow the wired connec- carrying a potentially explosive and
tion was when compared to the toxic chemical
wireless one. It was minutes vs. secNo injuries wen reported, but
onds.
five residences near the track where
the car was stopped were evacuated.

along with a handful of businesses,
including two factories and a truck
stop.
Aboul 900 students also were
asked to leave nearby Centre College, a private liberal arts college
adjacent to the railyard where the car
was burning.
'They just came there and told us
we needed to move out," said Lddic

^HJlk
(opy (enter

Compton. a junior from Pikeville. "I
didn't get a chance to get my books
for class."
The sludents were senl to a
church about a mile away, said
Nancy Lackey, dean of students.
Authorities eventually moved the
car. with the chemical still burning
inside, to a more remote site about I
1/4 miles south of the city. That

allowed mosl people back into their
homes and businesses by Tuesday
afternoon, but ihe unstable cat
meanl rail traffic was shul down on
the north-south line.
An explosion occurred inside the
car alter it was moved, said Rodney
Raby. assistant slate fire marshal.

Don't Cram for Exams
on an Empty Stomach!
NEWIPVE
Rentals

1M%
'Extended tioun
for Finals Week!*
Mon.-Th ft,
Fri. <\-b
loo University Hall
Make your end of the year
stcOPll-S!
projects look professional! IBURSARABLE

■

709 Fifth St.:
Two bedroom unfurnished
apartments with two full
baths and dishwasher! High
efficiency gas, heat and hot
water. #1-4 $495.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.
#5-12 $525.00 per month for a
12 month lease. #1-4 $595.00
for a 9 month lease. #5-12
$625.00 for a 9 month lease.
FREE RENT FOR THE
MONTH OF AUGUST.
Resident pays all utilities.
'332 S. Main St.
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

SUNDAY APRIL 30th. 2000 1 1pm lam @ all University Dining Centers
(The Galley 9pm - Midnight).
Come join us for food, fun and the
chance to win some great prizes! Sec
you there!
•ENJOY A LATE NIGHT BREAKFAST
WITH A 50% DISC Ol NT ON YOLR
MEAL* AND GOOD LICK WITH YOLR
EXAMS!
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UNIVERSlT?
D I N I NI G
SERVICES
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MIGRANT-

PRAYER

Conlinued from page 1.
Green baid.
Migrant workers pick crops like
tomatoes, pickles, strawberries and
cucumbers. In addition they also
work in dairy farms, according to
Green.
"Most of the people who do this
type of work enjoy it." Green said.
"'Sometimes people have a preference over which crops to pick. Some
crops have an hourly rate, like tomatoes, and other crops have a piece
rate."
MRC can host a maximum of 160
people and has dormitories equipped
with family and singles quarters.
From an observer perspective.
Swora said the rooms are slightly
bigger than the rooms in residence
halls.
"Someone wouldn't want to live
there as their first option." he said
"People who don't do this type of
work would think their rooms are
too small, crappy and crowded."
In order to qualify for services at
MRC. individuals must be looking
for agricultural work and can stay at
MRC until they get an employment
opportunity.
"Some people might stop at MRC
as a stopover before returning
home." Green said. "We don't turn
away people."
In addition to upgrading the
buildings at MRC. ROI will have
people on staff 24 hours to direct
families to available rooms.
Swora said the sen ices .it MRC
are good
"People who work there and
work with ROI go above and
beyond the call of duty." he said.
According to the 1997 Ohio
Migrant Census, a total of 10.991
workers migrated to Ohio to do agri-

cultural work. Out of this number.
640 workers were from Wood County. According to the local Farm
Labor Organization Committee,
migrant workers make up approximately 30 percent of Wood County
residency.
"Some of the workers might
experience negativity from the community because of arrogance and
they don't understand the work."
Green said. "One of the misconceptions people might have is that
workers are here to cause trouble.
Overall we receive a positive
response from the community' with
Community Day. which gets people
from the community involved."
One of the major issues migrant
families might face is housing.
"Housing for larger families is
hard because they aren't affordable
based on what they are paid." Green
said. "It is tougher when you don't
have the credentials and don't know
anyone, or haven't lived in the area
for awhile. The feelings of hopelessness can be overwhelming."
According to ROI statistics, a
migrant family of four makes $4,000
in one year. However, an average
family of four at the poverty line
makes $16,700 and a single person
makes $8,240 annually.
Another major problem migrant
families might face is language barriers.
"A lot of migrant workers speak
Spanish." Green said. "Yet. not
enough employers in the area have
translators or provide training to
assist in the transition until they
become fluent in English."
Weather can also cause problems
for workers.
"Sometimes the fields can have
t(K) little or too much water." Green
said. "Strawberries are bad to pick
when it is too hot."

GREEK

Continued from page 1.
The first part of the one-hour
long prayer group is dedicated to a
Bible lesson. In the past the group
has studied integrity. Old Testament
women and books of the Bible. The
second part of the meeting is the
time when the women lay out their
prayers for the week.
Gilbert said because some of the
women are shy about praying out
loud, each woman makes a prayer
request and another member takes it
and agrees to pray on it privately for
the week.
Prayer requests vary, but Willis
said many members request prayers
for their children. At a recent meeting, one woman asked to have a
prayer said for her daughter who
was not taking her high school education seriously.
"The prayers are as different as
the people." Gilbert said. "Others
pray about their marriage or about
safe travels."
Wocssner said that the prayer
group was especially helpful during
her troubled marriage when she had
a husband that was abusive toward
her.
"It helped me tremendously, as a
person and as a Christian We are a
wonderful support group and it is
nice to go somewhere where you
know what you say will be confidential."
Gilbert said that the prayer group
has given her constant religious
guidance.
"After mv terrible divorce I real-

ized I needed to be fed (God's Wordi
week by week, not hit or miss." she
said. "I've never regretted my decision."
However, the prayer group isn't
just looking to fulfill its own praying
needs. They often pray for the salvation of BGSU students and faculty.
They also take requests.
"People who are in the prayer
group are magnets, especially with
graduate students." Willis said, noting several times when graduate students approached her and asked her
to pray for them.
She also gets e-mails from BGSU
faculty and students and community
members asking for prayers.
Today (he group is praying for a
faculty member whose wife has cancer of the mouth, a staff member
who lost her husband and for a new
group leader once Willis retires in
August.
Prayers aren't always answered
though, said Janet Swartzlander.
secretary of the BGSU geology
department. Sometimes the prayers
take years to be answered and other
limes they aren't answered the way
they had hoped.
Gilbert said waiting for answers
or not understanding Gods answers
is one of the most challenging
aspects of praying.
"The Lord loves his kids, but the
hardest thing is to trust the Lord no
matter what." she said "Sometimes
you have to walk by faith and not by
sight."

The problems

(ireek members are particularly
concerned about this position
because the director is a direct liaison between the Office of Residence
Life and Greek Activities.
Swaggerty said he thinks this
issue comes down to applying the
five core values that the University
has established.
"We have core values like respect
and cooperation that the University
preaches, and that's a positive
thing." he said. "But it's a two-way
street We need respect for one
another, between students and also
between students and faculty."
IFC members recently drew up a
Campus Community Resolution, a
document that will dictate how these
core values ought to be applied.
Some of the new resolutions are:
•Undergraduates will grow intellectually with the opportunity to
observe others' perspectives in a

•
»•»
t

search
•Undergraduates and administra
tors must respect each other and
their wishes if we are to progress as
a university community.
•If we arc to grow, we must
cooperate in identifying who and
what we desire to be a part of our
community.
Swagger!) stressed the importance of putting students back in
their rightful place, the heartbeat and
bloodlines of the University.
"A university isn't built to give
administrators jobs, it's built to educate and involve students." he said
"The University is for the students
Not only should we have a say. but
we deserve a say."
Bcatty said he believes that students are being given every opportunity to have that say.
"I think I have a good reputation
with students." he said. "I would
never deny them a chance to talk or
the opportunity to be involved."

On the average,
a person falls asleep
in ? minutes...
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Check out exclusive news at <www.bgnews.com>
The Student Health Service
Pharmacy only
will be open:
Tuesday, May 9
Thursday, May 11
Monday, May 15
Wednesday, May 17

BGSU

Health Service
372-i271

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!

10:00a.m.-12:00 p.m.
10:00a.m.-12:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

805 THURSTIN -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S510.0Q
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished. School Year- Two Person Rate-

BGSU

Health Service
372-2271

$475.00

One Year- Two Person Rate- $405.00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath. School Year- One
Perdson Rate- $350.00. One Year- One Person RateS320.00
751 HIGH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Dishwashers. Furnished-School Year-Two Person Rate$535.00
Furnished-One Year-Two Person Rate-S440.00
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- S535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Dishwashers. Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate$550.00. Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanitv in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00
505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus
Vanity
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00
THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
loolYear- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -l wo Bedroom, Furnished, I Bam plus
Vanity in BR. School Year- Two Person Rate- $56f).00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00
733. 755, 777 MANVILLE- Two Bedroom, Unfurnished,
one & a half Bath. One School Year- $495.00 One Year$425.00
150 1/2 \jANyiLLE - One bedroom upstairs unit. Limit 2|
people. S400.00 per month plus all utilities. Deposit

Administrative office will be open
May 8-19 from 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. (372-2277)
Complete services and patient care will resume Monday May 22
Monday-Thursday
7:30a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday
8:00-11:30 a.m.
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ANDERSON ARENA

<=? 8-10 PM
FREE FOOD!

REST
Off BG CONTEST
B
PIZzT-SUBS-BREADSTICKS

A SEMESTE,
TUITION F0R
FALL 2000!
Donated* by:

GREAT PRIZES FOR SENIORS ONLY:
J TRIP FOR 2 TO WALT DISNEY WORLD
G HIS/HER BUL0VA WATCHES ($1000 VALUE)
J 25" TELEVISION SET
LI VCR
+ ADDITIONAL DOOR PRIZES

PREMIER SPONSORS :
BG News, SBX, BGSU Alumni Association,
BGSU Foundation, Inc., and Howard Jewelers
•Vs-!^w/-

I

L_

STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM Only m entry per day, 8entry forms maximum No reproductions of this form will be aaq'lnl

NAME

-

- CLASS: □ SR. □ Other Or, So. Fr)

LOCAL PHONE.

JNEWS
1
-

t

Available May 20, 2000.
714, EIGHTH -Duplex. Unit A Only. Two 2 bedroom
units. Limit. _2 people per unit, $600.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit S60IJOO.
Available August 24, 2000.

Bring entries to Beyond BC 2000. Free tuition valid only to current students. Winners must be present at Beyond BG 2000 to win.

I

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Arc Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, acrossfrom Taco Bell
1
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No. 4

jersey
retired
How about
those crazy
Canadians
eh!

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — The University
of Cincinnati has retired Kenyon
Martin's No.4. only the third
Bearcats' jersey to be taken out of
use.

The other two were worn by
Oscar Robertson and Jack Twyman, !
Oh Canada, I stand on guard to
members of the Naismith Memorial .'
see many of your citizens leave your
Basketball Hall of Fame.
country to join a Bowling Green athletic program.
At Cincinnati's annual basketball
So maybe they can't pronounce
banquet Tuesday night. Athletics
boat right or talk a little slower than
us Americans. Despite those idioDirector Bob Goin said Martin's
syncricies. BG has a quality line of
locker in the Shoemaker Center
Canadian athletes on campus.
would be enclosed in plexiglass.
Of course when you think about
Canada you think of ice hockey.
"Kenyon is one of those once-inBEN FRENCH/ The BG News
Almost half of the ice hockey team
is Canadian. Is this coincidence? DIG - The Bowling Green track team will compete in the Drake Relays this weekend. Track coach Sterling Martin says it is one of a-lifetime players, and it's only right , ,
10 honor him as such." Goin said ,
Surely not. What other country has |
a large portion of their citizens the premiere meets in the country.
"By retiring his jersey, wc recognize •
water their back yard during the
and honor his accomplishments on
winter so they can play hockey. It's
the basketball court. By enshrining
clearly a Canadian thing. I have
his locker, wc salute his leadership
heard on occasion of Americans [
and consistent hard work that made i
doing this as well.
both him and our team successful, .
But the reason we have so many j
and remind players on future teams
Canadian players is obvious. Hock- \
and
the
Hillsdale
Invitational
"But the MAC meets should be so
the Hillsdale Relays.
DAN NIED
ey in Canada is like baseball in [
They are coming off a strong per- of his efforts."
big
that
those
holes
won't
even
matDrake
will
give
the
Falcons
the
America. It's a national past time.
SPORTS EDITOR
formance at the Western Michigan
best challenge. Martin said that he ter."
What raises my eye balls is the
Martin was a three-year starter.
The Falcons are only taking 12 University Invitational. They fin- Last season he led the Bearcats in
expects
the
spring
Medley
team
to
Canadian players we have on the
Smell that? ■
guys to the Drake Relays. That will ished third in the meet and set many
reestablish
the
record
they
set
earlier
baseball team.
It's the sweet scent of competiscoring (18.9 points a game),
give them very little room for error. personal records.
I didn't even know they played i tion surrounding the men's and in the year.
Winning individual events were rebounding (9.7 rebounds) and set
"We're only taking 12 guys,"
baseball in Canada. But after seeing women's track teams as they head to
"The Drake Relays are one of the
BG Canadian baseball players Len | one of the most prestigious meets in premiere meets in the country." Martin said. "That means that if junior Christine Thompson in the season and career records for ,
3,000 meters with a BG season-best
Elias and Deryck Griffth play. I was the country.
Martin said. "Wc should have a you're not prepared, you can't get time of 10:01.62. senior Andrea blocked shots (107 and 292).
well convinced that there is a batch
lucky.
You
have
to
have
a
good
day."
good
showing
in
the
sprint
Medley.
Cook in the pole vault at a height of
The teams travel to the Drake
He led Cincinnati to a 28-2 reguof Canucks that have a good taste for
The rest of the team will take part 11'05.75 (3.50m). freshman Mary
Relays this weekend to see how they They should reestablish that record.
lar-season record but was unable to
our national past time.
in
the
Hillsdale
relays.
The
signifiWe
are
also
hoping
that
our
4x100
Willems in the shot put with a BG
Elias. from Mississauga. Ontario stack up with the rest of the Mid- make it to the finals."
cance of the meet is that it will be season-best loss of 44'08.00 compete in the NCAA Tournament
has one of the sweetest swings I west.
one
of
the
only
limes
this
season
the
Martin
is
also
hoping
that
javelin
(13.61m). and junior Lori Williams because he broke his leg in the
This will be good preparation for
have ever seen. There have been 112
thrower John Hustler can make a Falcons will run the 10,000 meters. in the discus throw with an effort of Bearcats' first Conference USA
Canadians in Major League Base- the Mid-American Conference meet name for himself in the relays.
That works out to 6.2 miles of run- 163'07.00 (49.86m).
tournament game.
ball over the years, Larry Walker which will be held in mid May.
The women are expecting big
The only problem for the Falcon ning for four Falcons.
Men's coach Sterling Martin will
probably being the most famous of
"We
just
want
to
see
if
those
guys
Despite missing that showcase,
things
from
this
weekend's
competithe list. Len could make it 113. He give his troops a little rest time so men is that there are a few holes to arc progressing for the league meet,"
tions.
he won the national player of the
has that Len Dykstra appeal to him. they can concentrate on academics fill scattered around the team. Mar"We are expecting good times." year award presented by the U.S.
He's short and stout, but can hit the and their finals for the rest of the tin points to the throwers as a week Martin said.
Thompson said. 'The Drake relays Basketball Writers Association and
tar out of the ball. Last season he school year. After finals, they will spot. He says that the team will have
are a really elite meet. We want to was voted player of the year by The
Women
made the Louisville Slugger Fresh- take part in one meet before the to live with those holes and hope
The women's track team will fol- get in there and run our best times.
they don't show up in the big meets.
man All-American Team Honorable MAC championships.
Associated Press and The Sporting
"We just don't have the personnel low the men's lead this weekend and It's a good opportunity so we want
Mention List.
But this weekend, the men send a
News, and won the James Naismith
Then there is Griffith who has the split squad to the Drake Relays and to fill those holes," Martin said. compete at both the Drake relays to do our best."
Trophy and John R. Wooden Award.
potential to be a big bright spot for
the Falcons. Currently Griffith is 3-0
on the season. He has pitched well j
for the Falcons and has a good vari- j
ety of pitches.
Then there is football. Of course 1
Canada has the CFL. Extra-large
end zones and the Grey Cup?
"Rat-ti-tat" Pat Flemming has the I
potential at being one of the pre- j
Meanwhile, the Williams team
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
miere punters in America. During
hopes all the attention doesn't hurt
Ihe Orange and White game. FlemSILVERSTONE. England — Button's progress behind the wheel.
ming averaged well over 40 yards •
"I suppose this is motor racing's
per punt. This included a 77 yard I Buttonmania. the latest craze to hit
bomb that reached half way toCana- I Britain, appears to be spreading equivalent of the Spice Girls," said
technical
director Patrick Head, who
da in one of his kicks. In my opin- | beyond Formula One.
Nobody is more surprised than has 25 years of experience in Fl.
ion. he gave the best performance at ;
"I suppose you could say it's all a
Jenson Button, the 20-year-old drithe spring game.
The other Canuck gridder that ! ver whose instant celebrity is being little unfortunate and driven by
has quite a future for the Falcons. I i compared with the rise of the Spice hype, but that's the way it is."
It's not only the tabloids that have
have witnessed Shawn C. Suisham Girls.
"Buttonmania?" he asked, break- gotten into the act. The more(say that fast 10 times) kick well .
over 50 yards. In high school he ing into a smile. "I don't know about restrained Times in London put him
that. I prefer to focus on my driving. on ihe cover of its British Grand Prix
kicked 58 and 59- yard field goals.
The depressing part was when I That's what's most important to pullout section and wrote in a headline surrounding a portraitlikc phowas kicking with him while he had me."
Still, amid much hoopla last tograph: "Jenson Button, from boy
his injury was that he was using his
left foot and kicking 45 yard field week in London, the Brit launched a next door to great British hope."
But that hope might not last much
goals while I was struggling to reach line of clothing and sportswear his
managers hope will bring in $6 mil- longer with Williams, a team that
a 40 yarder.
often changes drivers. Although
Then there is "the Ghost" God- lion this season.
Managers David Robertson and Button makes a pittance by Fl stanfrey Lewis. Another native Canadian
that has had two very successful Harald Huysman also say an autobi- dards ($660,000). he might be
years at running back with the Fal- ography is in the works to capitalize replaced next year by CART chamcons. He is also very built and has on Button's youthful, boy-next-door pion Juan Montoya.
Team owner Frank Williams says
looks and the up-market image of
biceps bigger than my head.
Other Falcon players also from PI. One racing magazine already it's too early to discuss that, but he
Canada including Jason Daily. has christened him "Fl's New King doesn't talk as if he doubts his
young driver.
Anthony Forgione and Jason Van of Cool."
"He is very mature for a 20-yearThe
Guardian
newspaper
Dam who could make a great impact
summed up the book: 'This is a vol- old, and from what we have seen of
for BG next year.
Then there is the men's golf ume which has yet to be written him in the cockpit, he is exceptionteam. They are lead by Gary about a career which has yet to take ally calm." Williams said. "He has
exceeded our expectations and he is
Winger-Canadian. But that's not all place."
But a solid foundation might available to us if we should so
of the Canadian golfers. Adam
Balls. Dave Kotos, and Chris Kucera have been laid last Sunday, when choose."
But Williams says other factors
all hail from Ontario. Golfers from Button drove his Williams BMW to
Canada? I thought that in Canada a fifth-place finish in the British will come into play before a deciyou could either learn to play Hock- Grand Prix. It was his second points- sion is made about Button.
That doesn't worry the driver,
ey or learn to curl. The question I yielding result in four races this seawho is constantly besieged with
raise is why are all these Canadians son.
A year ago. he would have paid to questions about his youth.
coming to Bowling Green to bring
"Who says I'm in Formula One
glory to the Brown and Orange. enter the Silverstone circuit. On
Mike Brandyberry. a very knowl- Sunday he started on the grid along- too soon?" he asked. "But I don't
edgeable friend and Canadian gave side two-time series champion need to answer the critics. I'll just go
Michael Schumacher. But Button, out and do it on the circuit."
me the simple answer.
He did just that Sunday, racing
Canadians don't receive scholar- the fifth-youngest driver ever in PI,
The Associated Press
ships from Canadian Institutions. seems calm through all the attention. against Schumacher and Mika
Hakkinen, two drivers he would BUTTONMAINA — 20-year-old driver Jenson Button is the newest craze in in England. He is being
Others aren't, however.
America, the home of the free and
"It's been weird, really, because I have bought a ticket to see.
compared with the rise of the Spice Girls. Button, who races formula one race cars, already has
where Canadians can come to
"I'm living a dream." Button his own line of clothing. The young racer Is hoping to survive the racing circuit.
school for free. God Bless our great think of people as people," Button
said.
"What
an
amazing
feeling
country.
, . „,, said. "I saw someone in the video
Nick Harm is a writer far the BG shop I have never met before who being alongside the two world
News and would like to thank Red came up and said he was really ner- champions."
vous taiking/o me."
Card"
Rqsnerfar her patience.
Card Rasn,

Track travels to Drake Relays

Buttonmania sweeps
through Britain

|

J"

I
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Reds offense finally breaks out of slump in 12-1 win over New York |
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — All the Cincinnati Reds needed to break their fourgame skid was for Denny Neagle's
turn in the rotation to come back
around.
After watching his teammates get
pummelcd the last few days, Neagle
allowed two hits in seven scoreless
innings to snap the New York Mets'
nine-game winning streak with a 12I victory Wednesday night.
Dmitri Young went 4-for-5 with a
homer and five RBIs, and Ed
Taubensee added three hits, a home
run and three RBIs for Cincinnati,
which ended its longest losing streak

since September 1998 and the Mets'
longest winning stretch since May
1998.

even took the mound and was barely
threatened all game.

second time this season, turned the
wrong way on a deep drive.

games, was the performance by
Neagle (2-0), who had no trouble
pitching on a rainy, 43-degree night.

He allowed only a pair of doubles. Benny Agbayani blooped a ball
to center that bounced off Ken Griffey Jr.'s glove in the second inning,
and Mike Piazza hit a scorcher to
left-center in the sixth.

The left-hander struck out nine
and walked four, not allowing a runner to reach third base until two outs
in the sixth inning. Neagle. who has-

Pokey Reese led off the game
with a single, and Young hit a 75
mph fastball from knuckleballer
Dennis Springer (0-1) into the left-

thrown out on a relay at third. Young

n't lost since Aug. 25, won a careerhigh eighth straight decision. He

field bullpen for his third homer
Rickey Henderson barely moved as

the fifth and a two-run hornet in the

also got Cincinnati's previous win
last Thursday against San Francisco.

the ball sailed over his head.

But the story for the Reds, who
had allowed 42 runs in the last four

Neagle was staked to a 2-0 lead
on Young's two-run homer before he

Young singled in the sixth and
nearly got his first career cycle in the
seventh inning. With runners on first
and second. Young hil I drive to center that scored both runners. He tried
to stretch the hit into a triple bul was
tied a career high for RBIs.
Taubensee had an RBI single in
seventh, his third of the year
Aaron Boone added an RBI double in the third off Springer, who

Young added an RBI double in
the second inning when Agbayani.
starting in center field for just the

allowed eight runs. 13 hits and four
walks in six-plus innings.

Batters transform puny to power hitting
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Home runs are flying over fences
in numbers impossible to ignore.
The commissioner counts them
instead of sheep at bedtime and
sleeps like a baby.
Sounds like a conspiracy to me.
Nearly everywhere and every
moment baseball is on TV, somebody goes deep. Earlier this month,
a record 57 left the yard in one day's
worth of games. In a 7-game homestand. Toronto and two visitors
divvied up 33 home runs. Sunday,
two switch-hitting Yankees each
homered from both sides of the
plate.
Old-timers swear these are signs
of the apocalypse. The commissioner pleads for calm.
"Lei's just sec." Bud Selig said,
"how this plays out."
In Philadelphia, around the same
time Selig talked on the telephone.
Arizona wrapped up a 10-2 win with
Kelly Stinnett hitting two home

runs. It was the second time he managed the feat in a few days. Time
used to be when Stinnett would have
trouble cracking an egg — so long
as it was thrown off a mound. In his
first 168 games, he had six HRs.
Two years ago, he hit 11 in 92
games; then 14 in 88 games last season.
This year, Stinnett showed up for
camp with 225 pounds layered on a
buffed 5-foot-11 frame. He has six
HRs in his last 40 at-bats.
"I worked my tail off in the offseason to get stronger and it's paying off." he said.
There wouldn't be much lo worry
about were he the only guy improving. The opposite is true.
Kansas City's Jermaine Dye had
51 home runs in his first four seasons, 27 last season and eight in
April. Teammate Mike Sweeney had
41 the last four years and 22 last season. He's got seven already this
month.

Here arc a few more hitters with

similar numbers and stories: Tony
Battista. Jose Cruz Jr.. and Geoff
Jenkins.
Remember the names; they're all
on pace to hit 50 homers this season.
The half-century club never felt less
exclusive.
"I've heard people say the game
is out of balance, but I saw the Mets
and Dodgers play a 1-0 game yesterday," said Steve Hirdt of Elias
Sports Bureau, one of savvicst statistical analysts around. "There was
a lime when that was too common,
too."
Hirdt has heard whispers about
this being choreographed, about
Selig and the suits running baseball
figuring that if one Mark McGwireSammy Sosa duel sells tickets, then
dozens of them will sell plenty
more. The main reason Hirdt
believes no one is pulling strings is
because there is no need.
Now. everybody makes good
money. Once upon a time, home run
hitters drove Cadillacs. These days.

middle infielders give them away to
personal trainers for Christmas gifts.
Hirdt has seen all the usual
accomplices blamed for the barrage:
juiced baseballs, shrinking ballyards, pitching thinned by expansion, even dense Canadian hardwood in bats. Only one trend genuinely troubles him.
"What strikes me as non-cyclical
is that hitters have an incentive to
bulk up — more weight-training and
dietary supplements — and there's
not a corresponding advantage
available to pitchers. It doesn't help
them to get much bigger and they
can't be throwing year-round."

He pauses.
"The difference is noticeable
already. If you look learn pictures
with the shirts off." Hirdt said,
"you'd have no trouble telling the 14
position players apart from the 11
pitchers."

Associated Press photo
POWER — Home runs have been very common this year in
Major League Baseball. Dmitri Young of the Cincinnati Reds hit
one out of the yard last night against the New York Mets to propel the Reds to a 12-1 win over the Mets.
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Congratulations and QoodLuck^to our Seniors
Christi Back
Natalie Carr
Candie Dremenn
Toni Fiocco
Andrea deriding
Melissa Heben
Jen Hlebovy
Melissa Khumprakob

Sarah Kupec
Christy Nemeth
Carrie Parsons
Jenni Talpos
Jill Walburn
Stephanie Kurz
Kate Kress
Jill Fink

Some people come in and out of your life , but true friends Ceave footprints in your heart.
Xi Love, your Sisters

< VHV VH\ VHV VHV VHV VHV VHV VHV VHV VHV VHV V-V t>
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Great Apartments Still Available for Fall 2000 At

GREENBPJAPJ
.•
'.
•■

■.

''.

Columbia Court Apartments
$775 - $900 mo. • Close To Campus!

•v

Mercer Manor Apartments
$775 - $850 mo. • AC, Fireplaces!

East Merry Apartments
$725 mo. • Newly Remodeled

Also a few spots still open at Field Manor Apartments and
Frazee Ave. Apartments. Both $625 to $675 a month. Close To Campus!

Apartments Also Available For Summer Rental!
352-0717
224 E. Wooster

QueNch Your thiRst for xnowleDge onune at VersitY.com
LecTure notES . Novel notES . exAm preparaTion
amonG otHer mouTh wAtemng acadeMic Treats
■always (1440.365) open-

VErsiiy
-com
GREENBRIAR, INC.

y

Where to go when you need to know.'

i
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SPORTS
www.bgnews.com/sportl

Bengals expect top pick Warrick at mini-camp
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Receiver Peter
Warrick is expected for the Cincinnati Bengals' weekend minicamp,
even though he's in the process of
changing agents.
Warrick informed the Bengals by
fax last Friday that he has dropped
SFX Sports as his agent. He wouldn't go into detail about his decision.
General manager Mike Brown
said Wednesday that (he club had
not heard from Warrick about his
choice of a new agent. The Bengals
expect to find out this weekend,
when they hold their first workout
Saturday on new practice fields
along the Ohio River.

"When we bring in all the drafted
players for the minicamp, we put in
front of them an authorization form
and they indicate to us in writing
who their agent will be." general
manager Mike Brown said. "That
way we know who to talk to."
The Bengals don't expect disgruntled running back Corey Dillon
to attend. Dillon, a restricted free
agent, doesn't want to play for the
Bengals anymore and is threatening
a holdout.
Receiver Carl Pickens, who also
wants to be traded, is under contract
for four more years and is required
to attend. The Bengals have talked
to at least two other teams about a
trade, but more likely will end up
releasing him before training camp.

"All players under contract have
the obligation to be here, and Carl is
no different lhan the others." Brown
said. "So we expect him to be here."
Brown had not begun negations
with agent Mike George of SFX
when Warrick decided to drop him.
George didn't return a telephone
message Wednesday.
SFX advised Warrick and helped
him get in shape for workouts leading up to the April 15 draft. Warrick
was disappointed that he slid lo
fourth, where he was drafted by the
team with the worst record of the
'90s.
George accompanied Warrick to
Cincinnati on draft day. Six days
later. Warrick dropped him.

The overriding question is how
long it will take for the Bengals lo
reach an agreement with whoever
becomes Warrick's new agenl.
Quarterback Akili Smith, their No. I
pick last year, missed virtually all of
training camp because of an
impasse
It's not unprecedented for a high
draft pick to be unclear about his
agent alter the draft. Running back
Edgarin James didn't have an agent
when he was chosen fourth overall
last year by Indianapolis. He eventually chose Leigh Steinberg, who
negotiated a seven-year deal worth
$49 million.

Rivers earns coach of the year honors
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ORLANDO. Fla. — All things
considered. Doc Rivers would rather
have been somewhere else Wednesday.
The playoffs began without his
Orlando Magic last weekend, and
winning the Red Auerbach Trophy
as the NBA's coach of the year didn't soothe the pain of being eliminated from contention in the next-tolast game of the regular season.
"I tell you. 1 would have loved to
have been in Indiana receiving this
award." said Rivers, whose team
Finished a surprising 41-41 but finished a game behind Milwaukee in
its bid for the eighth position in the
Eastern Conference.
The Bucks meet the Pacers in
Game 2 of their best-of-five. firstround series Thursday night.
"Having said that, getting it is
still nice ... If you look at our organization, we're absolutely headed in
the right direction. As tough as that

top record. They were followed in
the balloting by Charlotte's Paul
Silas (3). Utah's Jerry Sloan (2) and
Miami's Pal Riley. Phoenix's Scott
Skilcs and Toronto's Butch Carter (1
each).
Rivers said last week that he
thought Jackson deserved the honor
because teams are judged by the
number of games they win, and
coaches should be. too. He changed
his lune Wednesday.
"I was being diplomatic." he said,
breaking into laughter. "To be honored next to names like Red Auerbach. Phil Jackson and Lenny
Wilkens is a nemendous honor. I
was joking toda) that the only tune I
had heard a Phil Jackson comparison to was that: 'Boy. he's no Phil
Jackson.' To be honored with him is
real nice."

loss to the Bucks was for me and the
players, it makes you want it more
now. It makes you put a value on
what it takes to get things done."
The Magic finished with a .500
record despite launching a massive
rebuilding project that began with
the trading of four of five starters
from last year's team, including AllStar Penny Hardaway.
Starting four players — Darrell
Armstrong, John Amaechi, Bo Outlaw and Ben Wallace — who were
not drafted by any NBA team.
Rivers kept the Magic in contention
until the final week with a hustling,
up-tempo style that relied on defensive pressure to create scoring
opportunities.
Rivers, who played 13 seasons
for the Hawks. Clippers, Knicks and
Spurs before retiring in 1996 to
become a television analyst for
Turner Sports, is the first coach in
league history to win the award
without leading his team to the playoffs.

He's the third to receive it with a
team that posted a record of .500 or
below, and the fifth to be recognized
after his first season, joining Harry
Gallatin (1962-63). Johnny Kerr
(1966-67). Mike Schuler (1986-87)
and Larry Bird (1997-98).
"It's gratifying because of the
fact that people undervalued our
players. I didn't mind them undervaluing me because I hadn't
coached. But I did mind them undervaluing my players." Rivers said. "I
had felt from day one that we had
better players than what everyone
thought we did. And I think by the
end of the season, lhal proved to be
true."
Rivers received 60 votes from a
121-mcmber panel to win by seven
votes over Phil Jackson, who led ihe
Los Angeles Lakers to ihe league's

Near
DEFIANCE
This Summer?

Associated Press photo
DOC — Former NBA player and current coach of the Orlando
Magic Doc Rivers was named the coach of the year. Rivers
received 60 votes to beat out Lakers coach Phil Jackson for the
award.

Ifvou're a university student living or
working near Defiance this summer, consider
taking some summer classes at
DEFIANCE COLLEGE
lo transfer into your own degree program. It's a
great way lo gel ahead in your studies...fan'.
Why? Because our three Summer Sessions
arc only five weeks long. So you can get the
elective you want in the lime frame you need.
What are vou waiting for?Pick up the
phone and call (8001520-GODC
and lei us fill you in!

Associated Press photo
FIRED — Don Casey was fired yesterday after a dismal season
as coach of the New Jersey Nets.

Jersey fires Casey
THF. ASSOCIATED PRESS

EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J. —
The New Jersey Nets began what is
expected 10 be a housecleaning by
firing coach Don Casey on Wcdncs-

da> *

General manager John Nash and
president Michael Rowe also are in
danger of losing their jobs after the
NelS (31-51) missed the playoffs for
(he second straight year, but principal owner Lewis Katz said no decision has been reached on their
futures.
Casey, who never got the Nets
turned around after replacing John
Cahpari on March 15, 1999. went
44-68 in I 1/2 years.
"It was a very difficult decision
to make because Casey had been a
friend of mine for more than three
decades." Katz said.
By making the move a week after
the end of the regular season, the
team will save $1.3 million, since
the second year of the contract
Casey signed on June 25 was not
guaranteed.
Katz also announced New Jersey
would hire a director of basketball
operations.
Hall of Famer Julius Erving. an
executive vice president with the
Orlando Magic and a former Net. is
being considered for thai new position, the Orlando Sentinel reported
Tuesday.
There arc also several candidates
for the coaching job. including NBA
great Isiah Thomas; St. John's coach
Mike Jarvis; Utah coach Rick
Majerus; Lenny Wilkens. who
recently quit as coach of the Atlanta

Hawks; former player Maurice
Checks; and former Net Rick
Mahorn.
The Nets will probably try in get
a high-profile coach lo improve their
tarnished image, which is what they
tired to do last year.
They went after Phil Jackson
after Casey finished out Calipari's
season in 1999 with a 13-17 record,
but the former Chicago Bulls coach
signed with the Los Angeles Lakers.
Casey will stay with the Nets
doing charitable and community
work.
There was no immediate word on
(he status of assistant coaches Jim
Lynam. Eddie Jordan and Mike
O'Koren.
The firing of Casey. 62. has been
expected for weeks, not only
because the injury-plagued Nets
struggled this season but also
because Katz was reportedly under
pressure from YankeeNets. the joint
operation that oversees the Nets and
Yankees.
The sports and entertainment
regional power was concerned about
securing future TV contracts if the
Nets were not an attractive product.
New Jersey showed potential a(
times this season, but the team could
not overcome a 2-15 start and a 2-14
finish, which was capped by a season-ending 11-gamc losing streak.
A big part of the problem was
injuries. Former All-Star center
Jayson Williams missed the entire
season because of a knee injury and
broken leg on April I. 1999, in a
game against Atlanta. Shooting
guard Kerry Kittles was bothered all
season by a knee injury.

^ wrthis ad ^
-j_( 1 per person) **

.<sa
104 S. Main

353-0988

Check us out at: www.vr.net/easystreet

COLLEGE STREET STOP

Peach Melba
Groovin'
Folk/Rock &
| Funk From The
Southern Hills
of Ohio

900 E. WOOSTER BOWLING CREEH OH 43401
www.peach
mclba.com

•Grinders
'Calzones
•Gyros
'Salads
•Chicago Dogs
»Pizzas

CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY
CALL 151-5610

-f'W

"Get In Step With Newlove Rentals" S

tote. '

NEWIPVE
Rentals

*
801 Fifth St. #3:
\
«j Two bedroom unfurnished apartment
t
f with patio. Free water and sewer.
£
J $460.00 per month plus electric & gas for J
.* a 12 month lease. $560.00 plus electric j
*-j & gas for a 9 month lease.
t
f
309 High St. #5 & 7:
£
f Two bedroom unfurnished apartment.
J
I Has patios. FREE, GAS, HEAT, WATER, & S
f
| SEWER. Close to campus $525.00 per
C
f month plus electric for a 12 month lease, i
f $625.00 plus electric for a 9 month lease, j
'332 S. Main St.

352-5620

www. newloverea Ity. com

f +.m\J&^+^~*J~+.'~+.'~+.~*0m%~>£
I

19 AND OVER

BECKLEY
.CARDY
GROUF
Everything for School

Looking for a Summer Job in Mansfield?
Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1496 or 800-305-0174, extension 1496.
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NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977

The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, ot
encourage discrimination against any individual or group on the basis of race. sex.
color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, stains as a veteran, or on ihe basis of any other legally protected sums

The BG News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found 10 be defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in
nature All advertisemenls are suhject 10
editing and approval.

Campus Events
APICS
NAPM
APICS
APICS/NAPM Fall Officer Elections
THURSDAY APRIL 27
BA 1003
7:30-8:30pm
'Pizza & Pop will be served'
APICS
NAPM
APICS
Beyond BG is Thursday'
8-10pm Anderson Arena
GREAT PRIZES AND FREE FOOD!
Music by Chester Copperpot
Gel your Beyond BG t-shirt
On the Education Bldg. steps
tor just $13*

I (X] I

Services Offered

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

UNDERGROUND SOUNDS
Book now for graduation parties!
$150-Unlimited Hours!!!
Page Gary CoHier at 419-486-0787
UNDERGROUND SOUNDS
The music you want at a
very affordable price!

In BG tor the Summer?
Work 3-5 hours per day
And have weekends free!
Earn & Learn with UPSGet your summer classes paid for!
S8.50/S9 50/hour
Anyone can do it!
Call 419-891-6820EOE.

2 subleasers needed ASAP. Own room.
Price negotiable Across from campus

400 Counselors/Instruclors needed1 Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains. PA.
Lohikan. 800-488-4321 www lohikan com

Looking for extra cash9 If so. we have the
job for you! Perrysburg company seeks
candidates for a records clerk position
Earn $220* per month by only working
Tuesday 8-5pm Call today for immediate
interviews
REMEDY 872-1929

Lambda Chi Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha congratulates Richard
Hayn on his appointment to
the MGCA stall.

Personals
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
Do you have a summer job?
Is it related to your major/career goals?
Come and see if you qualify for
CO-OP 050, a NO COST transcript
notation. Lend CREDIBILITY to your
employment. Co-op & Internship
Program: 310 SS Bldg-372-2451-details
Before you leave this May ...Have you refilled your prescriptions? Do you need
your medical records sent? Are your travel immunizations complete? Do you have
allergy serum to pick up? The Student
Health Service will close May 5 at
4:30pm. Will re-open for summer hours
Monday May 22 Call 372-2271 for information
EXAM WEEK CRAM SESSION
Come study for exams at Hazel's PlaceHazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student
Center-Moseley Hall. (gr. level)!
Extended hours beginning
Sunday. April 30. Open:
Sunday. April 30-Noon-Midnight
M, T, Wed-7:30am-Midnight
(May 1,2, 3)
FREE COFFEE AND SNACKS!
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
Sponsored by Hazel H. Smith
Off-Campus Student Center
Experience the artistic expressions of
BGSU students who spent 7 days in the
South Bronx. Thursday. Apnl 27, 1 to 7pm
and Friday Apnl 28, 11:30-7pm. McFall
Gallery. Dialogue with the artists: Thursday, 4-6, McFall Gallery.
FIRE LAKE CAMPER PARK

X
watching yoa.. x
x
x
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Lambda Chi Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha congratulates Robert
Getz on his performance in
Romeo and Juliet
AXA ' AOII ' AX A
Lambda Chi Alpha congratulates Tony
Bell on his recent engagement to Alpha
Omicron Pi alumna Kalhy Arndts.
AXA ' KA - AXA
Lambda Chi Alpha congratulates Steve
Ward on his recent lavalienng of Kappa
Delta's Stephanie Rapp.
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Caring 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Call 353-7258
2 subleasers needed tor summer semester Call 353-3717 ASAP $200/mo
2 subleasers needed. $500 ea. for summer, May-Aug 2 bdrm apt Call 3548376.
Female rmte needed ASAP. 12 mo
lease, own room, $220/mo. Call 3541605.
Female subleaser needed. ASAP starting
May-Aug. Cheap rent, pay only elec. &
phone. Call Jen-353-1497
May thru Aug. subleaser needed ASAP!
Spacious efficiency nght beside campus.
Call 352-7208, leave message
Need graduation tickets
College of Arts S Science 9:30 May 6
Will Pay
Needed ASAP-Anyone having interest in
organizing ProLife on Campus. Please
call 352-9760 after 5 30pm You can
make a difference.
ONE GRADUATION TICKET
to College of Arts and Science
9:30am Saturday ceremony
Please call (419) 354-7285, will pay

Wanted
ssssssssssssssssssss
Need Graduation tickets
College of Arts & Science May 6th 9:30
Will pay top dollar
Graduate with cash in your pocket
Call Dan 353-4229
hill yar @ bgnet.bgsu.edu
SSSSSSSSSStSttSSSSSi

1 F. sublsr. needed for summer house,
washer/dryer, central AC, own room Call
352-5228 it interested
1 female roommate needed tor summer.
I mo free additional rent negotiable Own
bdrm & bathroom. A/C. swimming pool,
sorry no undergrads Call Sara © 3533166

One subleaser needed for summer!
343 1/2 S Main-Great for
summer sessions, call 354-4426.
Subleaser needed immediately after grad
$275/mo. utilities mcl Call 353-7463
Subleaser wanted for a/c 2 bdrm. apt. up
to 4 people $1100 for 5/7-8/12, plus electric only. 6th St 352-9568
SUMMER SUBLEASER(S), 2 BDRM.
HOUSE. NEAR CAMPUS. LARGE
YARD, S300/MTH. CALL 354-7414
Three tickets for graduation Willing to
pay for them Please call Came at 3546650.
Wanted 4 graduation tickets for Arts &
Sciences ceremony. Call Jess ® 3547807. Will pay.

1 female subleaser for summer. Own
bedroom, $207.50/rno. Friendly neighbors, 353-4150.

8 acre lake-fish & swim!
Cabins!
Tenters Welcome!
Bike & Boat Rental

1 to 2 female subleaser needed for
Campbell Hill Apts. $500/summer. Call
354-1106

13630W Kramer
Bowling Green
1-888-879-2267
Mention this id t get 10% off
4/15-5/23.

X SMILE...
X
Someone is
X
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FREE-T-shirts!
Class of 2000
BGSU seniors only
Stop in to 204 West Hall for details
Brought to you by Egrad 2000

1 -2 F. sublsr. needed for next school
year. Campbell Hill Apis ASAP. Only pay
1/3-1/4 of rent Call 372-4497 or 3534077.
1 -2 female subleasers needed tor next
school year. 2 BR, 2 bath apt, close to
campus 1st month rent free, no down
payment Call 372-6149.
2 females to sublease house tor summer.
828 5th St $237.50 • utils. Call collect after 5pm, 1-330-665-4110 or 352-9392.
2 GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED
Will pay $
Call Laura @ 353-9199

Are you hardworking, good with people.
and looking for summer employment9
Come till out an application at Stage. 139
S Mam St 353-4500

Looking to earn money this fall in fun and
exciting ways9 Apply now to become a
student rep for sixdegrees! We're seeking
motivated campus leaders to promote sixdegrees Web site If selected, we'll send
you surprises all summer long and kick off
orientation together in the fall Are you
ready9 Write to funandmoney®sixdegrees.com now and get the information
you need.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
ALSO HIRING FOR
SUMMER POSITIONS
Part Time
Less than one block from campus
S6/HR STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift 7-00am-10:00am
B Shift 10.15am-1.15pm
C Shift: 1 30pm-4-30pm
D Shift: 4 30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

Need cleaning at a local business 5
hrs/week Call 352-8115 (ext 16) lor details

Babysitter needed for daytime hours this
summer in Maumee Must have own
transp. Call Jane collecl 861-8341.
CAMP STAFF
Resident camp for youth with diabetes
Work one or two weeks. July 28-August
19. General and special staff positions
Call CODA 1 -800 422-7946 or
1-614-486-7124 or email at
coda@diabetesohio org.
Chancel Choir Director-Music Coordmator-for First United Methodist Church of
BG. Starts in Aug. Salary based on
qualifications. Send resume to 1506 E
Wooster by May 1st.
Chi Omegas need a houseboy for Fall
2000, paid position. M-F If interested, call
Heather at 372-3307
Cleaning and miscellaneous, help needed
starling May 5. $7 50/hour, Village Green
Apts 354-3533

Help Wanted

Full and part time help for lawn and landscape maintenance. Call 354-1923.

'"Miscellaneous help needed Start immediately and through summer. Will work
around schedule. Call 353-0325

Full time light manufacturing and flexible
time assembly jobs available for summer
Work a schedule that meets your education and spending needs Walk to work
Overtime available between semesters.
Part-time must work a minimum of 12
hours per week Up to S6.15 per hour
plus attendance bonus to start, opportunity for increases Being dependable will
win a great part time job next semester
Apply M-F, 8am-4pm at.
Pinnacle Plastic Products, 513 Napoleon
Road. Bowling Green, OH

An Open Invitation to All
Home Health Aides
What: Work the most satisfying job you
will ever have, as a pediatric home health
aide. PT hours available.
Where: Luckey, Ohio
When: As soon as possible
Who: A very special little girl with some
special needs.
RSVP: Pediatric Services of Amenca, Inc.
Please call Cathie 888-403-2273, EOE.

Local market research firm now hinng.
Open interviews Thurs and Fn. $6/hr,
flexible schedule Apply today at 13330
Bishop Rd or call 352-8115. ext 0

LOAD UP ON SUCCESS,

Interviews Today ■ Walk-Ins Welcome

Now hiring cashiers, all shifts, lull & part
time. Commissions & benefits available,
apply Aithm BP Oil. 1670 E Wooster
NOW HIRING GUYS AND GALS FOR
SUMMER POSITIONS. Sandusky. OH
based Parasaii and Jetski operation
Work on the beach with great people and
have lots of fun Interviews in Bowling
Green Thursday April 27. Call Doug at
216-849-8047 or Jill at 354-7017.
Painters Wanted
Have you painted for a student painting
company or other painting company? We
are looking for dependable, hard-working
& motivated people. We are a year round
company looking for summer help. If you
have your own transportation & some
experience call 882-0564
for an application.
Paper route sub needed May 30-June 7
afternoons 5 hrs. of time-$60 Need dependable car & some paid day training
needed before Call 352-4636

Desk clerks needed for midnight-Bam
shifts. 3-4 shifts.'wk avail. Some weekends. 352-1520. Buckeye Inn
Experienced painters and helpers, fulltime summer, Call 352-2190

"Cleaning people needed. Start
5/08/2000 or sooner. Call 353-0325

Need some exira money for this summer's vacation? Now you can earn it at
AZG Research. Starting pay S6/hr. Casual working environment & friendly people
Start earning cash & expand your people
skills at the same time Call 352-8115
(exl. 0) lor more details

Pan time summer babysitter for 2 preschoolers at professor's home m Perrysburg S7mr 372-8111.
Local Trucking Company Looking for
Summer Drivers!
Are you 21 or over and want to make big
S? We are looking for people who can
drive our dump trucks for the summer!
We will tram1 Some heavy equipment experience is necessary. Give us a call @
(419) 843-2813 or send resume to: HR
Dept. Dnver. 3810 Herr Rd.. Sylvania,
OH 43560
If you want to work this summer and
make S S S, call or write us!
Are you looking for a summer job? Camp
counselors are needed at the YMCA-Suburban West Branch in Columbus. Includes great hours, weekends off and free
membership if hired For more information, call 614-276-8224

WA

10-4 . .
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Career Services +
Room 360
^
Saddlemire
^Student Services Building^

Ground

7

Or Call 372-2356

r

Offers
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

$Q50 to

8

*9

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ Night (11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr
♦ Sunrise (3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat

$9.00/hr

♦ Day (2:30pm to 6:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ TWilight (7:00pm to 10:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload (3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr

00

We have immediate openings on the sunrise and twilight shifts

li

Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

419-531-9450
800-582-3577

"
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Person(s) needed to work with in my Oregon home. Afternoons 419-693-7869

Telephone interviewing, no sales, in Perrysburg Starting up to $&hr. Flexible
scheduling, relaxed atmosphere. 8745842.

1 room sublease available for summer,
May-Aug 2000 $260/mo
Call 354-6823

2 bdrm house, 801 6th SI $525/mo. plus
util 12 mo lease Avail May Call 6653084

CAMP COUNSELORS
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed (or
summer camp (or children ages 5-8 years
old with and without special needs. Interested parlies, please contact:
The Achievement Centers (or Children
11001 Buckeye Road
Cleveland. OH 44104
Attn. Nicole Biikens
Phone:216-795-7100
Fax:216-795-0615
E.O.E.

Temporary apt. deaners starting 5/6/00.
$8 00/hr Call John Newlove Real Estate
354-2260

1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00. Helluva
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 3534933.
1.2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcomel
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

VAN DRIVER - part-time, summer position. Provide transportation to and trom
social service agency. Must be between
the ages of 21-65, possess a valid Ohio
dnvers license and an excellent dnv.ng
record. Salary $7 69 per hour Submit resume to Children's Resource Center, PO
Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Seeking active and tun childcare provider.
Pi-time, weekdays this summer. 3531445

Wait Stall help needed Must be at least
19 years old Call Tanglewood Goll Club
at 833-1725.

Servers, grill & fountain help. Now hiring
all positions. Apply anytime. Fnendly's,
1027 N. Main
SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR SCHOOL
AGERS. 5 days/week this summer. M-F,
9-4. must be 18 yrs & HS diploma required Located in Waterville. call 419678-0911.

$360. t Gas/elec.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666.

For Sale
Double mattress box spnng and frame for
$75, obo, excellent condition, call Doug at
352-2780

Special person needed as companion
(or developmentally delayed adult
male. References required. 5 hours a
week. S8 an hour. Call 352-7143.

12 month leases starling May 19th, 2000:
322 E. Court »4-1 Br.-I person$390. incl. all util.
322 E Court «5-1Br.-1 person$420. incl all util.
453 S. Prospect HC-1 Br.-I person-

HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 exl. 4558.

SUMMER REPORTERS, EDITORS
& PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED!
Join the staff of the BG News
this summer!
Get valuable experience
writing, reporting, designing,
and taking photographs for the weekly
campus paper.
Walk-in interviews are Ihis
Wednesday, April 26. noon-4pm in
202 West Hall. Call Tim at 2-2440 or
e-mail timleeObgnet.bgsu.edu (or
more information or to set up
an alternative interview time.
SUMMER REPORTERS, EDITORS
& PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED!

Sale! 95 Civic 52,000 miles, $7500 or
best offer. Sara. 372-2960

Summer supervisor for our 4 children
ages 13. 11, 8 & 7 in our Perrysburg
home. Mon thru Thurs. 8:30am-3:30pm.
Must have own car. $6.00 hr. plus car allowance Call 419-872-2809 before 8pm

"Rooms, efl. low as $215
326 Leroy-up, 1 bdrm $355
Apt». 316 E Merry «5, 1 or 2 bdrm
$480 mo, AC, lumished
Summer* 1 ssm. leases avail
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Neon beer sign, $100. Call Jason, 3529589.

2 bdrm, non-smoMng, ItWUla oriented
apt. Furnished, utilities included.
353-5074, Kelly.
2 bdrm. 1002 Boone Ct Unfurn„ 1 1/2
baths, air cond., wash/dry hook up, garage, yard, quiet, non-smoking, no pets.
12 mo. lease, grad student/prof, preferred. Avail. May/August. $720 plus util.
287-3306.

2 bdrm. unfurn. duplex, 117 1/2 E. Reed
1 bath, great storage, non-smoking, offstreet parking & quiet, no pets. 12 mo.
lease. Avail. August. $485 plus util. 2873306.
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX--311 N. CHURCH
ST. 1 CAR-PORT WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF-STREET PARKING. $360 + UTILITIES/CALL 353-6907.

For Rent

Take the short dnve down 25 to the cool
place to work! Sufficient Grounds Perrysburg is hiring full or part time baristas
(coffee bartenders) for day or evening
6hifts. Daytime food prep position also.
Good pay, much fun, and all the free coffee you can drink1 Call 872-2780 for more
infn

352-7454

3BEDROOM DUPLEX-309 N. CHURCH
ST. 2 CAR-PORTS WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF-STREET PARKING. $540 ♦ UTILITIES/CALL 353-6907.

1 bdrm. apt. across trom campus. Avail
anytime after June 1. for one year lease.
$300/mon ♦ utilities. Call (419) 893-1277,
evenings.

730 Elm Street. 2 BR, sec dep., parental
guarantee, tenant pays util. 12 mo.
Lease. $500/Month Avail May 15, 2000
Call 352-2330 after 5:00 PM or 354-2854

Looking For The Perfect
Summer |ob?

SPORTS CARDS
& COLLECTARLES

Parma Heights Area Nattooal Newspaper Promotions
•Devise your own schedule weekly

•Choose:

SHOW

Mornings 8:30 tol 2:30
Afternoons 1:00 to 5:00
Evenings 5:30 to 9:30

moodlond moll
i

April 29th & 30th
Sports Cards,
Beanies, Nascar,
& Stamps

4

•Paid weekly.
Call Now!
(8001274-1004 Or (440)845-2300

a «

Looking for a
summer job? *

*

Unit Leaders/Counselors
Managers for:
Program, Ranch, Waterfront,
Health Supervisor

fit
jgt

fit

At Our Corporate Office
Saturday, May 6th
9:30am-2:00pm
12855 Eckel Junction Road, Perrysburg
(Located off Rte. 25 and the 475 Hwy.)

«

We Hare Immediate Openings In
The Bowling Green and Toledo Areas
Stop by To Fill Out An Application And Become Eligible To Win A DVD
Player and Many Other Prizes In Our Raffle!!!
A Prize Will Be Awarded Every Half Hour

Call (513)489-1025 ext.155
email at gstraub@grgsc.org

Girl Scouts
Great Rivera Coucil. Inc.
fit fit Ct fit fit

■-.

We'll Be Serving Donuts and Coffee To the Early Birds
And Grilling Hot Dogs and Serving Sodas In The Afternoon

0

For More Information call: 419-666-8500

ex•per*i•ence

Summer subleaser needed!
May-Aug. Own room.
$230/mo Subleaser can keep security
deposit-$180! Call Justin 353-0379
507 E Merry Apt «5

Dayton:
Toledo:

Warren:
Youngstown:
Louisville:
Lexington:
Northern Kentucky:

Call 352-9135.

The Monle.ssori Teacher
Education Institute of
Bowling Green

STEAKHOUSE®
Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person

Mon. - l-'ri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee. OH 43537
(Just a few minute* from BQI
Take 1-475W to Dussel-turn right.)

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

130 E Washington Street. Bowline Green

Are you a College
Student, Educator,
Home Schooler, or Day
Care Provider?

354-6036
Graduate Student Housing
Avail. Now & Fall

Jay-Mar Apartments
vji^Mtv*^ 2 bedroom Apts.
^IrSoHiS475/mo.
Sgffffi*
12 mo lease

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
I bdrm. A/C. dishwasher/garbage
disposal. Start at $380.
Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA

NEWLY REMODELED

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. 1 bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

91/2 month lease avairoble
Furnished & Unfurnished
803 - 815 8th St. / Avai Now & Fall
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
$5507mo.. 12 mo. leas3

Learn the time-proven

Montessori
Approach
to Early Childhood
Education.

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry facilities
in cUdg.. ale. quiet.
From $395/mo

Take our comprehensive one-year
program and become a Credentialed
Montessori Early Childhood Educator.
OR
Take only the program module(s)
most useful to you and receive
Continuing Education/Prolessional
Development Credits
Classes Stan June 12. 2000, and
space is limited. Call today, or visit our
website, for complete program details.

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.
1 bdrm. A/C. dishwasher/
garbage disposal. REMODELED
Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C,
on-ale kxindry. ceramic tile.
soundproof construction, skylights
d6hwashers. vaulted ceilings
From $4S0/mo.

/tix&CA

Management Inc.
Stop by our office
1045 N. Main St
for complete listing,
or call 353-5800
http://» ww.vtcnet.org/-mecca

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5

Karen Brotzki. Program Director
630 S. Maple St. BG. OH 43402
419-352-4203 montesso@wcnet.org
www.wcnet.org/-montesso/

|
I

Take a virtual tour at:
www.wcnet.org/-Highland

WANTED: SEASONAL EMPLOYEES
In the following areas for Year 2000

Maintenance
Grounds Keeping
Check out these delightful.
spacious 142 bedroom Apartments

anna

Gate Attendants
Accounting Clerk
Facilities Maintenance/Set Up
Movie Theatre Projectionist

Phone, write or lax:
Equal Opportunity Employer
The Lakeside Association
Competitive Wages
C/0 Jackie Grosswiler
Gate Pass Provided
419-798-4461 ext.236
"(somerestlctlons)
Bonus Incentive
236 Walnut Ave., Lakeside, Ohio 43440
Limited Low Cost Housing
Fax: 419- 798-5033
W ^r* ^T^ ^r^ ^^^ ^^^^^* ^^^^^S ^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^

352-1520

IN

^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 blocks lo downtown
1 block to Post Office
Ceramic tile
Sky lights in some units
Energy efficient
Quiet
Some units w/ studies
Central air/ gas heat
Laundry
Assigned parking
Call 354-6036
From 9:00 - 5:00 M-F
Take a virtual tour at:
www.wcnct.org/-highland

Summer/Part-Time Employment

BUCKEYE
SELF-STORAGE

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

. S'

(419) 354-6036

MUNICIPAL SERVICES

Hostess
Wait Staff
Line Cook/Banquet Cook
Banquet Supervisor/Lead Cook
Banquet Servers
Utility Set Up

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases
Clean
Many Sizes

^

HOMESTEAD

Lifegaurds
Sailing Instructors

■M'M-n.am

***->

For the Graduate Student
or Young Professional

IV) B. Wjsriinpiofi Siwi. Howling Grvcn. Ohio

Desk Clerks
Housekeepers
Porters

Perfect for Students

GREAT LAKES'
^WINDOW0
Open a window of opportunity at the nation's premier manufacturer of vinyl replaccmcnl windows, located five minutes south of
downtown Toledo and next to Owens Community College. We
have openings for spirited, team oriented employees in Receiving,
Manufacturing and Shipping, opportunities in Shipping include a
potential 12 hour per day/3 days per week shift. Qualified applicants must be at least 18 years of age, possess valid picture identification, and must be able to pass a basic math and measurement
test and a drug screen. Part-time positions are also available.
Starting Wage:
Plus:

For more information,
call Tim at 2-2440 or
send an e-mail to
timlee@bgnet.bgsu.edu

{
j

RECREATON

HOTELS

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

WALK-IN INTERVIEWS
Wednesday/ April 26
Noon- 4 p.m.
202 West Hall
ALL MAJORS
WELCOME!
C^-

.

Cleveland W.:
Slrongsville:

WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS.. 400 E Napoleon'BG, OH
1 & 2 BDRM apis, avail.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Get some valuable journalism,
design & photography experience
this summer with The BG News!
Available Positions
'News Reporters
'Opinion Writers
'Entertainment Writers
'Photographers
'Layout Designers
'Copy Editors

Cincinnati:
Columbus:
Cleveland E.:

OUTBACK

^^» ^^^ ^^^ ^^c^ ^p.^ ^^^ ^pv^ ^ ^H^p^r. i' ^^* ^^* ^^^^^v ^^« ^^* ^^^^^^ ^y*^^* ^ ^p ^^^

Hrs. -Sal. 10-9 & Sun 12-5

RECRUITING DAY

fit
_

330494-5269
51W7U823
614451-2537
216-381-9988
440-333-3888
937436-3580
440846-1062
419-535-5895
33O372-9800
3307200969
502-339-9690
606-278-4422
606-594-4700

Canton:

Subleasers needed ASAP for 2 bedroom
apt. close to campus. Call Nikki 3725942

Your Staffing Professionals

^

<t Girl Scouts - Great Rivers Council, fit
Inc.. in Cincinnati has positions in our
0 resident/day camp programs work-*
Applicants must —
m mg with girts 7-17
* be 18* with strong leadership/com-v
0 mumca'ion skills We offer compeli-15
live salaries plus room and board.

fit-

Subleaser needed lor summer, Hillsdale.
3 bedroom townhouse. Call 352-5002.

JL(?

Are you interested m a rewording 0
summer experience in fhe ouf of
doors?
fit

«>

Subleaser needed for next school year.
Large 2 BR apartment, parking privileges
and basement Lv. message w/Nick, 3721933

xdiriQ^

-■

m

Looking for a place to live?
www.housing101.net...
Your move off campus!

3 bdrm. unfurn. 117 E. Reed. 2 full baths,
wash/dryer. Ig. kitchen, storage. Nonsmoking. 12 mo. lease, no pets. Avail
Aug. $720 plus util 287-3306

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May ol 2000

•Excellent income:
$8-$10 per \
hour to start
$12 after 30 ^
days
-Casual attire

Housemate needed, Great place in country, fayfldebonet.bosu.edu/ 372-0582.
669-3170. Many amenities!

Starts $475.00 352-3445.

Call: Marie 354-6440

• Full/Part time positions open
• No experience needed, we brain
• CusL service/sales
no telemarketing
• Scholarships awarded,
conditions apply
• Fun work with other students
• All majors welcome,
interns/coops
• Great resume builder
Over 100 locations nationwide
www.workforstudents.com/bt
Akron:
33M36-2220

HOUSE FOR RENT
437 N. Enterprise, 2-BDRM, 12 mo
lease. S525/mo Avail Aug. 1, 352-5882

2 bdrm. fum. at 704 5th St.
Available. Aug. for 2 to 4 people.

Papasan Chair
$30 OBO

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

SMMERWORK

Plus:

$7.00
Attendance Bonus of almost
$800/year
Annual productivity bonus-paid
$792 last year!

If YQ11 have the DESIRE & ATTITUDE to be part of a
growing, dynamic organization, please call (419) 666-5555
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00p.m. Mnqriay
through Friday to schedule an appointment to complete an
application. E.O.E.

ditorial
the world as I see it

place them in that issue and most troublesome I had to act like a strong leader who
got things done on time and well. This
sometimes meant being tough on my staff,
being their editor more than just trying to
act as their friend.
This though gave me the strength
I will need to handle my future bosses and
peers. I feel like almost every situation
that couold have arisen in the real world
newsroom I have dealt with at this level.
I regret not having the resources
available to include a more diverse publication this past year, like including more
features and photos of our Jewish, Muslim,
Asian and international community. There
are other groups I am probably forgetting

as well, but I eventually realized the blame
cannot fall onto me, the editor. This is
because of the lack of communication
between this publication and those minority groups and the student activities office
which seeks to provide the most accurate
information possible about all the student
organizations on this campus. But without
cooperation from the leaders or advisors
fomr these groups (Muslim Student
Assocation. Hillel, Japanese and Chinese
Club, etc.). the office and myself as editor
of YOUR PUBLICATION do not inherently
know what is going on with these students
or organizations. Sadly, these groups go
underrepresented to this day because The
Obsidian had no clue as to who was in
charge of these orgs. in order to write
about them.
I feel this particular issue which
spans 20 pages (the most by the way that
this publication has ever seen in its 30
plus history) is the best issue that I have
had the extreme pleasure of putting out
since being the editor. Its content is spectacular and diverse, its staff the most powerful, cooperative, creative and dedicated
I have ever seen them, and its layout and

design the most consistent, artsy, professional and well put together too,
I would just like to thank the
many people who have made a significant
impact on my having an overall positive
experience with The Obsidian.
Nekiesha Walker, the new editor
for the 2000-01 academic year, will be a
fabulous editor because of her dedication
to the publication, helping out in any way
she can and for her enthusiasm for learning the entire process of putting together
this type of publication. Congrats and best
wishes to you, girl!
To all those other people, whch I
will not neglect to place their names here:
Robert Bortel, Jen McOonald. Mike Dalziel.
Daniel Clark. Beth Habegger. Laura Turner,
Aisha Price, Tim Marshall. Jeremy Wilson.
Irene Sharon Scott, Robin Heilman, Liz
Pecek,
Professor
Hale,
Laakaniemi,
Brendlinger. Tina Bell, Ken Edwards, Tiffini
Downing and Tiffany Campbell.
Thanks you everybody and I will
see everybody on the apges of The
Obsidian next year when I will be doing
otehr miscellaneous stuff to better this
publication.

process of getting this done. Students on
campus are constantly criticizing The
Obsidian. I heard all the grips and complaints, like it not covering enough multicultural events, it seeming to focus on gay
issues, and it can't possible be multicultural because it was headed by a white
women, just to name a few. Believe it or
not, I actually held a lot of these views
too. But instead of complaining. I joined
the staff.
Then I realized that The
Obsidian did have a problem. The
Obsidian's main problem is the lack of sup-

port from the multicultural students on
this campus. Since joining the staff. I
know why multicultural events get covered: because there are only 2 reporters on
staff. I understand why a lot of issues pertaining to people of color were omitted:
before me. there was only one minority on
staff. As for the editor being white, Wendy
Suto is one of the most dedicated, passionate persons for advocating diversity
that I know.
Too often students want to complain about injustices and prejudices committed on them, but they take no initiative to try to remedy the problem themselves. The Obsidian is supposed to be run
by multicultural students, for multicultural
students. It is here for us all, yet only a
few chose to us it.
My vision is to close that gap of
ignorance and negation with information
and communication. I will try to make The
Obsidian a voice for those students who
feel they are without one. I will strive to

make The Obsidian a source of information
for those students who want to know
about the issues going on in the multicultural community. I want to take The
Obsidian back to its roots, the foundation
from which it began over 30 years ago. I
want it to center on the bedrock of awareness of diversity and reflection of minority
people. I envision The Obsidian to be an
uniting force on this campus for all students.
So I take humbly and graciously
take the title as Editor of this publication.
I will serve the students as best as I can.
But I can't do it -alone. In order for The
Obsidian to be reflective and serve the
community, we have to know the community is there. I hope you all will join me in
carrying out this vision for the 2000-2001
school year. Don't forget: Diversity Means
You.

SIGNING OFF....
Hello. My name as most of you
dedicated Obsidian readers have probably
(I hope) figured out by now. I have been
the editor in chief of this multicultural
magazine this past 1999-2000 year.
Come May, I will be a senior, soon
to be graduating in December 2000 with a
bachelor's degree in the science of journalism. I have loved being a part of this staff
and this publication because of the rarity
of having a publication of this type (focusing on minority students, including international, handicapped, multicultural of
race and ethnicity, women, the gbltqqss
community and the non-traditional students) anywhere in the colleges in the
United States.
While my frustrations have been
few and far between, they are important
and I have learned valuable lessons from
being the editor dealing with various types
of people and situations.
Our computer has its gliches and
bad days (I think it must dislike us due to
our almost daily use of it), my staff has
diminshed over the year for whatever era-

SIGNING ON....
As Wendy passes the torch of
Editor-in-Chief of The Obsidian to me, I
receive it with mixed emotions. I wanted
this position probably more than I've
wanted anything else in my life. So of
course, I humbly accept it with joy. pride,
and elation. But I'd be lying if I didn't
have a bit of worry and anxiety about next
year.
I cannot imagine anyone else who
will take the position more seriously or be
more dedicated than myself. As cliche as
that may sound, it's the honest truth.
Frankly I think too many on the campus
don't really understands what The Obsidian
is. I don't think people understand what
an important tool Me Obsidian is, and
under the right leadership what phenomenal things it can do. I realize what The
Obsidian's vision is to educate in the name
of diversity. I see a desperate need for that
on this campus.

I VERSITY
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Vision educates on current glbt issues
lizPECEK
FEATURE WRITER
Members of Vision act as a support
group to the gay. lesbian, bisexual, transgen-

1FGE LOGO (TRANSGENDER)
This is a symbol toi transgender persons. The
International Foundation tor Gender
Education is an educational and charitable
organization that addtesses crossdiessing and
transgender issues. This organizations logos,
this symbol combines the lavender coloi and
the pink triangle shape with a ring denoting
various genders all fused into one.

BLACK TRIANGLE
This was originally used in Nazi concentration
camps to identify lesbians and other "subversive" women (such as outcasts and prostitutes). Now, much like the pink triangle, it is
used as a symbol of pride and remembrance,
although it is lesser known.

No one is eiactly sure why the Greek letter
Lambda became a gay symbol. Some say that
it is because the Spartans used it to mean
unity. It is also said that the Romans considered it a symbol of knowledge overcoming
ignorance.

der, queer, questioning, straight supportive
(glbtqqss) community. In addition, they seek
to educate the campus community about glbt
issues through interactive discussions and
workshops held throughout the year.
"Many students on campus are unaccepting of them [glbt persons)," said Greta
Hale, a sophomore journalism major. "There are
stereotypes of all groups of people, but for
some reason it is more fashionable to be antigay. I think that is unfortunate. I feel the
same about them as I do anybody else."
Having gone to a Vision meeting last
year. Hale said that the meetings are good
attempts to raise awareness.
Vision meetings are held every
Tuesday in the Women's Center in Hanna Hall.
Any student, faculty member or BG resident is
welcome to attend. In addition. Vision Lite
meetings, which focus on coming out, sexuality and other personal issues, take place on
Thursday nights (also in the Women's Center).
"A lot of people don't think they know
people who are glbt," Jill Wesolowski, Vision
outreach chair, said. "But what they don't realize is that they probably do."
According to Wesolowski, members of
the organization try to hold different events
each month to raise awareness of glbt matters.
Alphabet Soup, a conference about campus
issues, featured speakers from other universities last October. Vision brought Kate
Bornstein, a transgender author and activist,
to campus in February. Bornstein discussed
gender theory and how it relates to everyday
life.
"We're trying to open their [students]
eyes to the diversity around them,"
Wesolowski said.
In addition. Rainbow Daze, which
took place April 3-7, included many activities
to raise campus awareness. For example, a
transgender movie was shown and followed by
a panel of transgender speakers. Kevin
Jennings, a founder of the Gay, Lesbian,
Straight Education Network (GLSEN) spoke
about dealing with glbt issues in classrooms
for educators. Live Homosexual Acts, which
consisted of Vision members doing things.

such as talking and playing games, took place
next to the Education Building.
However, other programs are designed
to help students throughout the year. One of
which is called the Safezone. which began this
semester. Members of the program post a decal
on their door to signify that a person of any
sexuality is welcome to speak of issues that
concern them in that room.
"The concept of Safezone is known
nationwide." Jessica Teaman, Vision president,
said. "It really gets people thinking about different issues. Everybody can benefit from it."
The Safezone program is open to students, resident advisors and hall directors. To
become a member, one must attend a one-hour
workshop that is led by various Vision officers.
However, at this time, only Teaman is fully
able to give a workshop. In addition, one must
sign a promise to uphold the principles of
Safezone. One also receives a kit of information that includes definitions of various glbt
terms and a possible programming list (for resident advisors and hall directors).) In addition,
a laminated decal is included in the kit.
"The decal was meant to be portable.
so as not to be accidentally left there," Teaman
said.
"I saw a Safezone workshop at a
national conference two or three years ago."
Julie Maiuri, an area coordinator for the Office
of Residence Life, said. "It presents a safe
place for students of all sexualities. In our
environment at BGSU, it allows students to
have the opportunity to feel comfortable and
also to learn more about Vision."
Lynne Fisher, a residence hall director
in Offenhaur, became one of the first members
of the campus Safezone program. In addition,
several of the resident advisors in Offenhaur
are now members. Fisher said that she and her
staff received their decals the week before
spring break.
"The RA's who chose to participate
felt that they could be good resources on
these subjects," Fisher said. "I think that some
of the RA's have had people asking about the
decals on their doors and what it meant. While
it is too soon to make a judgment on how successful the program will be, it is valuable to
support it."
Other ongoing programs to educate
students are Vision panels. Designed for courses, organizations and residence halls, panel
♦See VISION, page 5
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RAINBOW tlAC
Also known as Pride Flag, this has become the
most recognized symbol ol the g/1/b/t/q/q/ss community. It serves as a symbol of gay
pride. The symbol has been used by many
other multicultural groups to stand fot diversity and pride.

PINK TRIAMCLC
It was originally used in Nazi concnetration
campus to identify gay males. Now it is used
as a symbol of pride and remembrance by the
gay community.

CCNDER SYMBOLS
The pointed Mars symbol represents the male
and the Venus symbol with the cross represents the female. Double interlocking male
symbols have been used by gay men since the
1970s. Double interlocking female symbols
have often been used to denote lesbianism,
but some feminists have instead used the
double female symbols to represent the sisterhood of women. These days, the superimposed
symbols might also denote a heterosexual
aware of the differences and diversity
between men and women. A transgender person might superimpose the male and female
symbols in such a way that the arrow and
cross join on the same single ring.

Bush/Moby, the UAO, and minority students: the saga continues.
nekieshaWALKER
ASSOUAN EDITOR
After all the planning, hard work,
complaining, protesting and ill feelings
brought on by the MTV Campus Invasion
Tour, it is finally over. But some minority
students are still feeling the sting of the
UAO-sponsored spring concert.
Just weeks before the concert
starring rock alternative band. Bush, with
special guest Moby, came to BG. a large
number of minority students began voicing
their opposition to the concert Marry felt
that this was the last straw in a long running trend of the University and its major
organizations, in excluding and alienating
its minority student population.
Ashley Cray, a freshman secondary education major, said she was just
fed up with the University not bringing
enough events that are diverse enough for
her to attend.
"I do think it was a good idea to
bring someone big," she said. "But I
thought it was not inclusive of all cultures."
Allison Vogel. UAO president,
believes that the minority students have a
right to voice their opinions, even if it is
against the UAO.
"Anytime a student, any student.
feels upset, it's valid," Vogel said. "The
complaint is real."
She maintains, however, that UAO
was not in any way trying to exclude
or leave out any minorities' interest.
"Basically, job number one was to
find a concert that will sell out, with an
audience comprised of BG students," Vogel

said. "A hip-hop. R&B show would maybe
have sold out, but not with specifically the
majority of BGSU students. I think more
people would come from surrounding
areas. We're
spending the student's
money, so the audience should be primarily students."
Vogel also maintained that a concert that would appeal to all students
would have been virtually impossible.
"Strictly speaking numbers, there
was a large percentage of the campus
population that it did appeal to." Vogel
said. "That was an important factor we had
to look at."
Brian Engelman, UAO concert
director, has taken the brunt of most of
the complaints and opposition.
"We really did a lot of h.eavy duty
research of what our students wanted," he
said. "When we got back the surveys that
we sent out, the numbers (students) told
us what and who to bring," he said.
According to Engelman. 1SOO students were surveyed. The majority of those
surveyed requested alternative bands. The
rest of the proportion was split between
pop and country music.
The highly-publicized MTV Campus
Invasion Tour has
a successful track
record. According to UAO this was a well
researched fact on the part of the UAO
concert committee, in light of past year's
disappointments in trying to bring a concert to BG's campus.
"After the They might be Giants
concert falling through, we definitely did
our homework when trying to bring
another concert to campus," Engelman

said. "We went to see the Campus Invasion
in Kentucky, and that went really well.
Everything was included in the price
(advertising, setting, production). We
couldn 't have asked for a easier concert;
it was great for BG."
While the concert's concept
seems to make sense from the financial,
and political standpoint, the social ramifications are still felt throughout some of
the minority students.
James Ragland. Phi Beta Sigma
president, still felt the UAO could have
found a more diverse act.
"I understand that surveys were
taken and the current slate of performers is
a direct result of the findings, but a more
diverse collection of performers would
have been a better representation of the
entire campus community," he said.
Ragland also said that the
University's handling of the concert
offended him.
"I know all about the doctrine of
•you can't please all of the people, atl of
the time'," Ragland said. "But I still get
the feeling that this University stresses
cultural diversity as a campus wide agenda
at face value, but the undercurrent is that
campus organizations don't care if their
events are diverse."
In response to that, Vogel and
Engelman both contend that UAO has
brought many smaller events that were
culturally diverse to the University. They
both mentioned that there are no minorities on the UAO board of directors, hinting
that this might be why there aren't more
culturally diverse events.

VISION
♦continued from page 4
speakers discuss glbt issues for all. Most
panels have one person from each group
in the community (i.e.. a gay male, a lesbian, a bisexual, a straight person, etc.)
to speak about their experiences and
beliefs. Any professor, resident advisor, or
staff member can request a Vision panel
by filling out a form online at the Vision
Web site or by visiting or calling the
Vision office.
Michelle Bettler. Vision events
chair, is a panel speaker. First, panel
speakers inlroduce themselves and go
through definitions of glbt classifications
and issues. Then, questions can be directed to any of the panel speakers about any
topic that students wish to ask.
"We are trained to be bulletproof." Bettler said. "We want everything
to be asked. It's a lot easier for a person
to hate a group that they don't have any
connections with. The panels put faces to
these stereotypes. Through the panels,
we're really looking for tolerance, but
we're not asking everyone to be activists."
Eithne Luihbeid. an assistant
ethnic studies professor, requested Vision
panels for two of her classes; the focus of

the panels was to discuss heterosexual
privilege and how it shapes others in society.
"I felt that it was effective."
Luihbeid said. "Peer education is often
very effective. It was a good opportunity
to exchange information, by allowing students to ask (the speakers) whatever they
wanted and by correcting misperceptions.
Most of the students were receptive to the
panels."
"There is a lot of question and
answering [in the panels]," Tony Schwab,
Vision publicity chair, said. "We let them
come to us. These stereotypes need to be
overcome."
By having panels. Vision members are attempting to educate persons
who may not know what the organization
is or what it does.
"We're trying to be all-inclusive,"
Schwab said. "We're not just doing it for
ourselves. I think that if it affects one
person out of an entire lecture hall, then
it has been worth the members time
because it got that one person to really
think about it."
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"UAO programs are for all of
BGSU's students," Engleman said. "But it's
true that more campus organizations need
to work together. The minority organizations should work more closely with UAO
and vise versa."
Marcos Popovich, president of the
Latino Student Union, believes that there
are some misconceptions about the pros
and the cons of the UAO concert.
"I do think though that the UAO
needs to look more carefully at how they
represent the whole student body."
Popovich said. "But minority students who
are feeling left out and disgruntled should
mobilize themselves to have a stronger
voice and consensus of what they want."
"It should be more of a handshake, and less like an arm wrestle,"
Engelman said.
Sharing that sentiment. Popovich
advised students in the future to have
contracted dialog with the UAO to make
sure their needs are met.

editor's Note: One positive effect of this
outcry has been the dialogue, however
forced or offensive, between BGSU students.
The BG News "Letter to the Iditor" page has
been filled for the past few weeks with supporters, naysayers, and just generally
annoyed students. While the lock of diversity on this campus is still a relevant one, the
matter of the UAO decision to bring the
Campus Invasion has been pretty much laid
to rest. If anything, this should be a testament of how voicing opinions creates
responses. Whether those responses are
positive or negative, at least they may
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to facilitate communication and renew our powers

Why weightlifting empowers women
kellyDUKES
FEATURE WRITER

Over the past few years,
weightlifting has become a popular aspect
of a regular fitness routine. Women especially have become interested in this idea
and have taken on the challenge of lifting
weights.
When working out. women used
to have an ideal of what the perfect body
should look like. Most went about attaining this goal through diet and aerobic
exercise. However, it is now known that
this is not the only way to becoming a
healthier person.
Cathy Swick, assistant director of
fitness at the BGSU Recreational Center,
said weightlifting is a main component of
physical fitness, endurance, and flexibility. Weightlifting also helps to increase
bone density.
"Aging women suffer from osteoporosis and lower back pain." she said.
"Both are direct results of a muscle imbalance in this area."
Just as with any workout, a
woman or man should not immediately
start heavy lifting.
"Lifting depends on the woman,"
Swick said.
According to the American
College of Sports Medicine, a woman
should start lifting the amount of weight
that allows her to complete between ten
and 12 repetitions and build from there.
Kathy suggested what is known
as the one rep max strength test. During
this test, a woman would lift the highest
amount that she is able to do in one repetition. After she finds the weight
amount, she should take a percentage of
that and it will be her starting point.
Beginners should lift between 50
and 60 percent of their max test, while
the more experienced can go up to 60 or
70. Once you go above 80 percent one is
building large amounts of muscle mass.
Many diets promote high protein
eating. Swick said that this is unhealthy,
because you need a certain amount of
each nutrient in the body.
"Too much protein is hard on the
kidneys." Swick said. "One should have in
their diet 10 to 15 percent protein, 45 to
65 percent carbohydrates, and less than
thirty percent total fat."
Weightlifting should be done two
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to three days a week, doing aerobics on
alternate days.
"Doing both on the same day
isn't bad, but most people don't have the
time," Swick said.
According to Swick, as long as
you allow for two to three days, then you
should be fine. Aerobics is very important,
and should remain a part of your workout,
mainly because it works on the cardiovascular system. Aerobics makes the heart
stronger which gives you more endurance.
Putting both ideas together will give you
a welt-balanced workout.
"Women are concerned with extra
rolls
and
cellulite."
Swick
said.
"Weightlifting changes your body composition, increasing your metabolism. Both
aerobics and weightlifting give women
strength and endurance, giving you the
ability to run or do simple tasks in your
daily living."

Rape often unavoidable in South Africa
janeLOGAN
liUIS! WRII1R

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICAOne in two South African women has
been, or will be raped.
Felicity Campbell is 33 years old.
She sits composed with the folds of her
cream-colored dress falling loosely around
her. and stares into the corner of the
room.
"I was 12 years old the first time
I was raped," she says. "A relative used to
take me in the front room behind the
couches when I got home from school. He
touched me and put his penis inside of
me."
He continued this until she was
15, and Campbell never told anybody.
Felicity speaks quickly and nervously twists her handkerchief as she tells
her miserable tale. Ifs one that is not
unique in a country with the world's highest incidence of rape.
"The second man who raped me

was the friend of my boyfriend when I was
18," she continues. "The rapist was sentenced to five years in jail. And last year,
I was raped again."
She was waiting to catch a taxi
in Johannesburg when a man came up
from behind her, shoved a gun in her back
and forced her into his car.
"He drove to a field, raped me
three times, then threw me out of his car.
I ran," Felicity said. "I didn't look at his
license plates or anything. I just ran to a
taxi and went straight to the police station. But I never heard back from them."
In 1998, South Africa had 116
rape cases reported per 100,000 people,
about three times higher than the incidence in the United States. Women's
groups say the real figure is anywhere
between 20 to 50 times higher, giving a
conservative estimate of a million rapes
each year.
The University of South Africa
estimates that one in two South African
women will be raped in her lifetime. Fear
♦See RAPES, page 9
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Students need to realize the uncertainty, frailty and pricelessnes of life
jeremyWILSON
COLUMNIST

Have any of you had a friend
about your age or anyone close to you pass
away, leaving you in shock and at a loss
for words? Well in the span of seven
months, I've lost two former schoolmates
and I felt it a definite topic that needed
to be raised. Initially, I wasn't sure what
topic to write about, but after much brainstorming, it hit me! I would talk about
something everyone can relate to...death.
I have always taken death very seriously,
yet only recently have I found out just how
close death is to me, and for that matter,
all of you. My fellow students, please take
heed.
Last summer, my friend Rashad
Burnley went to Toronto for the Carabana
(Caribbean) Festival with some friends.
While out on one of the nightclub's docks,
he fell over. Because it was night, no one
saw him fall. Canadian authorities
searched the waters of Lake Ontario for
two weeks before they were able to find
Rashad's body.
Though I wasn't really close to
Rashad, his death hit me hard because it
was someone I knew. He was good friends
with my older brother; the two played high
school football together. When Rashad
died, I took a long look at myself and at
life in general. As young adults, we often
look at ourselves as invincible, unable to

be taken off of this earth.
If there is one thing I learned
from Rashad's death, it would be that
tomorrow is not a promise. Though this
phrase may sound like a cliche, it becomes
very powerful when someone you know
passes away unexpectedly.
About a month ago, after my
roommate, Percy Turner, and I returned to
our dorm room, we got news that another
one of our former schoolmates had died.
Greg Thomas was driving with my roommate's best friend, when the two were
blind sided by a man who ran through a
red light. From what I heard, Greg was
asleep on the passenger side (where the

playing basketball with friends, etc. At
the same time, I am also aware of other
things in which the summer months bring
such as longer days and "more activity" at
night. With more people out. there is
always going to be a greater chance of
something bad happening. That is just a
fact.
My wish for everyone would be to
go home and have as much fun as possible,
because we all deserve it. At the same
time, though, have smart fun. Don't put
yourself in a position to become a victim.
My advice is to watch who you are with
and know your surroundings. As college
students, we are all mature enough to

I've realized that our lives are the most
precious things we as humans have.
car was hit) when the accident occurred
and died of head and chest trauma. Again,
Greg's passing shook me deeply because
this was someone I knew. He was a year
younger than me. I was later told that
Greg and his girlfriend had planned to go
and get fitted for their prom outfits that
same week. Kind of puts things into perspective, don't you think?
As summer approaches, I, like
many of you, find myself looking forward
to many different things such as barbecues, pool parties, clubs, hot summer days.

know what to do and what not to do.
Unfortunately, we are unable to control
the actions of others. Take Greg for
instance; he could not control the man driving in that truck. He was in the right and
was still a victim.
During my high school graduation
ceremony, a speaker talked about how we
should all take a good look at one another
because many of us may not make it to see
one another again. Though I heard these
words, I do not really take them to heart.
Now I understand just what was being

said. The truth is, we never know when our
time on earth will be up.
As my former schoolmates rest
peacefully in a better place, I find myself
appreciating my life more, along with the
lives of those I come in contact with. I
have realized that our lives are the most
precious things we as humans have. This is
why I am advising everyone to take it easy
this summer. There is a very thin line
between fun and violence and as young
adults it is our obligation to know the difference.
To the graduating seniors; congratulations! The world is yours for the
taking. To the juniors: it is now your turn
to lead the students of Bowling Green. To
the sophomores: what can I say, one year
older, one year wiser? To the freshman: no
more excuses about adjusting to college
life; it is now your time to step up.
In closing, just like to leave
everyone with a quote I heard a few years
ago that to this day sticks with me. "Never
take life for granted. Yesterday was the
past. Tomorrow is the future. Today is a gift
which is why it's called the present."
With these words. I shall exit my
position as The Obsidian columnist and
turn my attention toward a summer full of
fun and opportunities. To my fellow students, again, take care of yourselves
...until next year.

Study shows opinions on interracial dating linked to various reasons
Emmanuel Essel & Kara Suarez
GUIS! IQLUMHISTS

If s no secret that as college students, we are constantly faced with many
issues. Some are issues we think about on
a daily basis, others we spend little to no
time pondering over. When we first arrive
on a college campus, we come from different backgrounds, with different morals and
values. Some of us who have never integratede or interacted with people of different races, experience culture shock.
We were asked to do an action
project for our american culture studies
250 class. We decided that interracial dating would be a good topic to explore.
Seemingly this topic is one that many people spend little time thinking about.
However, once we started our project it

was very evident that interracial dating
is a big issue, once people begin to
acknowledge and discuss it.
We began our project by analyzing the population of BGSU. taking into
consideration its racial composition. We
soon realized the fact that most of the
population was comprised of Ohio residents and the majority of the people were
not from urban areas. Continuing with our
analysis, we took a random phone survey
of the BGSU student body.
It was interesting to see that
many of the undersdassmen in their
responses stated that if they were dating
someone of a different race, it would
affect their relationship with their friends.
Some of the respondents went on to
explain that their friends would be unsupportive and may go as far as alienating

them from social gatherings. This seemed
to be a running idea our responses gave as
to why they would not date someone of a
different race. In contrast, the majority of
the upperclassmen we polled felt their
friendships would not be affected if they
dated someon of a different race. Most
respondents said that when you love someone, then your friends should respect your
wishes and be happy for you.
We noted through our survey, that
religion played an important determinant
regarding the question of their parents
reaction to interracial dating. Most students said that if they brought home a
mate from a different race, but same religion, their parents may look at the situation with less scrutiny.
One particularly interesting fact is
that some of our respondents explained
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that their parents would prefer one particular racial minority over another. For
example, one student stated that being
from european descent and of catholic
background, her parents would be more
accepting of someone of Hispanic background, as opposed to, an African
American.
Our survey of the BGSU student
body was an experiment in which our
intent was to provide information about
attitudes of interracial dating. In the
process we discovered that class status
plays a major role, as well as family and
religion. Our analysis lead us to conclude
that some attitudes on interracial dating
will not change as quickly as we would
like. However we think exposure is the key
to social change and once we expose our
differences, we can make amends.
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freeing our minds so that our voices will be heard

UNTITLED
You
For
For
But

FOR THOSE YOUR GOD FORGOT

hate, negate, and discriminate with evil intent
no other reason then nut skin tint
centuries you've oppressed us. but you refuse to repent
I do not hate you for your ignorance

We trust our hearts because we were left out of their Bible.
The inner-city streets are our synagogues, our religion is survival.
We are rejected by their society, thought of as the lowest of class.
Yet they exploit us for our talents, and then sell them to the mass.
We live under pressure, between walls of life or death.
This thin line we walk, where next step can be last breath.
We see through your fake smiles, to the core of our empty souls.
You see the pain in our eyes, we see your guilt and fear take hold.
You preach about hell where we live here every day.
And when we try to get a piece of heaven, we're killed or locked away.
You know who we are because these truths you cannot deny.
We are those your God forgot where reality meets the lie.

You believe in one culture criticizing all that are different.
You believe that changing old policy is a patriotic offense.
Refusing to teach my history feeling it's irrelevant.
But I do not hate you for your ignorance,
You believe by separating yourselves our voice will decrement.
And .ve'U sit idle, and permit this mistreatment.
Believing we must conform for social acceptance.
But I do not hate you for your ignorance.
You perceive material as the sole purpose of existence,
And wish to gain capital at my people's expense.
So you take away our rights, so we have no defense,
But I do not hate you for your ignorance,
I believe that we need a midpoint for coexistence.
Please do not hate me for my persistence.
-Marco Antonio Gutierrez, junior computer/electronics technology major

FOR HIM
As I stare into his dark brown eyes
I see the pain deep down inside.
His skin is stained with recent cries.
Cause I know that he is yearning to
hold me beside.
Even though he is as sweet as a
peppermint.
And even though he treats me like
an African Queen,
He just doesn't seem like the one
God sent.
He's just not the one I seen in my
dream.
As I stare into his dark brown eyes
I feel the love he holds inside
then that is when my feelings rise.
And then I yearn for him, to hold me
beside.
So when I pray to the Lord above
I pray and pray that he has finally
sent me love.

WHAT IS LOVE?
What is LOVE?
Is it a game we all play when we're
young,
Or a close friend's Laughter?
A hand shake.
Or an agreement between races?
It is in the eyes of people.
Or upon their lips:
Is it the buzz a bee makes.
Or the scent of a rose?
Can it be seen,
Or touched by the hand?
Is it sacred.
Or common?
Is love a figure of our imagination.
Or a myth?
If love is all around us,
then where is it?

Dear Uncle Blue:
It has been a minute. You always in my heart. I know times is hard and thangs
seem to just be messed up for us out here. Life just seems to get more and more
depressing every day. I guess I'm supposed to be happy but it's hard when life seems
ike a constant struggle to make the best of a bad situation. I know that when you
think back on yo life, you know that, even in spite of some bad decisions you may have
made, the odds was stacked against you from jump. It ain't your fault and we know it.
You ask God why we put in the position of taking penitentiary chances just to survive.
You can't get no job wit two felonies, and yo kids still got to eat. Everybody wanna
make it seem like we just got the devil in us, or we just being disobedient to God. the
only invisible force we can be sure exist out here where we at is the one that has always
been here to make us suffer. I miss you man.
Blue, we be takin' the fall for the lies and hypocrisy in their system. We know
they lock us up to control our population. They trying to kill us softly. These streets
ain't nothing to play with no more. And if I got to kill, steal or die so that our family
can live, fuck it. I'll burn in hell for three eternities because I love yall that much. Life
ain't worth livin' if you always suffering. I know that's how you and Jay felt before yall
got locked down. Yall had mouths to feed. The fear is gone. Now only remains the pain
Stay strong. They have done everything to keep us down, but still we rise.
-Glenn A. Jones, senior telecommunications major-

-Greg Shank, 11th Grade
Bowling Green High School

What is Love ?

-Aisha
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LSU initiates much-needed change

RAPES
♦continued from page 6
of the crime is becoming so prevalent that
insurance companies are now offering
policies to cushion the victim's financial
burden. Some of the benefits include a
morning-after pill, HIV tests, anti-retroviral drugs, STD medications, home-security
upgrades and self-defense courses.
The crisis, which has been brewing for decades, wreaks havoc on the lives
of South African women. Mothers in rural
areas keep their girls away from school,
fearing they will be raped along the way.
Some women cut their plans short to get
home before dusk. Others buy guns. Many
devise convoluted routes of getting to and
from work in order to avoid being alone in
a mini-bus taxi with men.
Despite all the precautions, when
a woman is raped, it is often just the
beginning of the horror. Forty percent of
the men monitored by Johannesburg hospital between the ages of 20 and 29-the
most common profile of the "raping population"-are HIV positive. Young girls and
babies are increasingly the victims of desperate men who believe the popular South
African myth that having sex with a virgin
will cleanse them of HIV.
In January of this year the hospital asked Felicity to come in to discuss her
latest results. She replays the doctor's
words over and over again in her mind:
"He said, 'I'm sorry, but the man who
raped you had AIDS and now you do as
well.'" He told her she had six to eight
months to live.
In Africa, the strain of HlV-subtype C-is the most virulent in the world,
and is capable of killing an adult within a
year. Felicity bows her head. She is crying.
"What makes my heart sore is
that I'm going to leave my children
alone," she says. "My baby girl is only 9
years old and my son is 12. Who is going
to look after my children?"
The World Health Organization
says anti-retroviral drugs, like AZT, can
stop transmission of HIV in up to 81 percent of rape cases, however the South
African goverment refuses to provide them
to victims because they're too expensive.
Felicity straightens and wipes her
eyes.
"I feel angry at what has happened," she says. "I want to beat the doctor's diagnosis. I feel like I can when my
mother is praying for me."
Charlene Smith, a 42-year-old
South African journalist and rape survivor,
has turned her enormous energies toward
activism.
"What's happening in this country is genocide." Charlene said. "This government is knowingly failing to save and
secure the future of its people, allowing
them to die."
She was repeatedly raped by a
stranger at knife point last April in her
Johannesburg home. She wrote about it
in detail, and when the alleged rapist was
brought to court, she chose to give her

evidence in public.
Of the 49.300 rape cases reported in 1998, only nine percent resulted in
convictions. Charlene's experience with
the police was hardly inspiration for other
women to come forward.
"Five days after I was raped, the
police lost everything." Charlene said. "I
complained to the minister of police who
contacted the commissioner's office, who
said there was no such case."
When the rapist kept calling her
saying he loved her and threatening to
come after her again, she taped the calls.
But the police lost the tapes as well. In
many cases only forensic evidence can
convict rape suspects, but Charlene says
police often fail to collect samples taken
by doctors. If the samples are not collected after three days, the district surgeon
destroys them and the case is virtually
lost.
Experts point out that the police
are grossly understaffed and underfunded,
still in the throes of the chaotic "transformation"
from
the
apartheid
era.
Accountability is almost nonexistent.
Stories abound of women who are kept
waiting while officers joke about whether
they enjoyed the rape. At times, policemen themselves are rapists.
Last October, a 14-year-old girl
told a newspaper how she ran to the
police after pouring hot oil over her father
who was trying to rape her. After sitting in
the waiting room for hours, she says she
was taken by a policeman to a room where
he forced her to lie across two chairs and
raped her.
Captain Mlungii Ndesi, of the
Indecent Crime Unit in the township of
Mdantsane, sees rape as a legacy of powerlessness.
"The majority of rapists do not do
it for the sexual satisfaction." he says.
"They do it to assert authority."
Nomfundo Walaza, a psychologist
who heads up a trauma center for survivors of violence in Cape Town, agrees.
"After our first two democratic
elections, women have a better deal than
before," Walaza said. "More women are
getting into positions of power and men
don't like it. We've got men who need to
get self esteem and to over power.
Sexuality has become perverted and it is
about destroying women."
Mlungii believes that improving
the justice system and speeding up convictions will act as a deterrent. Charlene
believes education is the key.
"This is an exceedingly violent
society," she says. "We hit our children.
We need to learn how to control that. We
need peer mediation and programs in our
shools, regardless of race."
editor's Note: This is on excerpt
from a feature titled "What's happening to
the women in this country is genocide"
written by Jane Logon for the May 2000
issue of Jane magazine of Fairchild
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This past year the Latino Student
Union (LSU) set the ball in motion for
effective change geared to was better
serving the University's Latino community
in the future.
"We have been looking at several
areas on campus that affects us." said
Jason Brewer, an LSU member. "This
includes University departments where we
didn't see adequate Latino representations."
Among the concerns of LSU members expressed this year was the retention
rate of Latino faculty and administrative
staff.
Currently, there are 13 Latino faculty and administrators at the University.
There are three Latino instructors, four
Latino faculties in the Department of
Romance Languages and six in other
departments across campus. Of these
numbers, nine Latinos have administrative
positions and there is one Latino director
in the Spain study abroad program.
"It is important to have Latino
faculty and staff members because they
help in student success at this University."
said Marcos Popovich, LSU president.
On February 16. LSU met with
University president Sidney Ribeau to
express these concerns, in the form of
seven recommendations. They used a combination of testimonies, charts, case studies and facts to enhance the relevancy of
their concerns.
"We wanted to take it to the
top." said Popovich. "We didn't want to go
through all these channels and not get
anything done. We wanted to go to people
who had the control and power to make a
difference. And we saw President Ribeau
as a person who could do that and have
the power to influence."
As a result of their meeting with
Ribeau, there has been effort made to
ensure positive change, according to
Brewer
"We don't expect immediate
change and know that changes will take
time," Brewer said. "President Ribeau has
addressed these issues in his meetings
and began looking at the various issues
raised in detailed. [Also) the president
and vice president office, are keeping
close contact with LSU to ensure positive
results."
After organizing activities for
Hispanic Heritage Month in October, members of LSU, Sigma Lambda Gamma, JUNTOS and the Latino Networking Committee
members brainstormed on how the
University can be improved.
Popovich said the issues have
remained the same since LSU was founded in 1972
"To this point nothing have been
done about it." he said. "These are issues
that affects all of us."

At a general meeting late last
semester. LSU supporters, members and
faculty members were invited to give their
opinion.
"There were issues we wanted to
address, but we wanted to be fully
informed, organized and researched in all
avenues," Brewer said.
In conjunction with the initiative
to increase the number of Latino faculty
and staff members, several recommendations were made in order to achieve this
goal and better serve the Latino community.
"When looking at faculty and
staff, we have to look at the whole picture
and ask why they aren't here," Popovich
said. "And if they are here, why are they^
leaving?"
According to a study conducted
by LSU members, it has showed that there
were Latino administrators who have been
discriminated against in their departments, denied advancement and who
resigned from the University due to lack of
support.
"At times a faculty member would
be denied a promotion but then asked to
train the hired person," Popovich said.
Although the specifics of the
case study cannot be revealed, several faculty members have faced racism and sexism in their field of work. LSU recommended that the University makes cultural diversity training mandatory for all
employees, so that employees can become
"culturally sensitive and appreciative of
differences."
"The case study was substantial
enough that President Ribeau would conduct a more in-depth research of what we
began." Popovich said.
Barbara Waddell. an affirmative
action officer, said that cultural diversity
training will be presented and addressed
to the University next fall.
"It will be similar to our sexual
harassment training," Waddell said.
According to recent statistics,
the majority of the Latino staff are either
custodial people, groundkeepers, secretaries or
dining services workers.
T'opovich said those who are in administrative and faculty positions are limited in
their ability and influence.
"It would be nice to see more
Latinos transferred to a higher level."
Popovich said. "Those who are here are
faced with difficulties of being promoted."
Additionally, LSU recommended
that Latino leaders are included in screening and search committees and task forces
that make University-wide decisions.
Alexis DeAnda. LSU treasurer,
believes that a different but needed perspective is gained by having Latinos on
such committees.
LSU also examined recruitment
efforts by the University. Recruitment
efforts include whether the University is
advertising job opportunities in maga♦See LSU, page 17
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Vision acts live through its simplicity
wendySUTO
EOIIOB IN CHIEF

"Live! Homosexual Acts! Gasp at
their amazing feats! See them do theit
homework! Hear them talk about the
weather! Smell them fold their clean laundry!"
No, these students were not kissing in public. And no. they were not (raving sex. But they did participate in other
typical homosexual acts as the poster
noted above read.
Several University students participated in "Live Homosexual Acts" April
10. the first year to hold such as outrageously sarcastic event. Sponsored by
Vision as part of its Rainbow Daze week,
this program was held to raise awareness
of gay issues.
"Its purpose was to capitalize on
the sensationalism involved with people
involved in queer and gay groups."
according to Jill Wesolowski, a senior
technical and scientific communication
major. "When people think about us. they
think of sexual acts. We wanted to point
out that gay people are made of much
more than that."
"It was held as a way to get students interested and intrigued to come
out so we could help dispel certain stereotypes they might have held." said Jenny
Holliday, a senior painting and drawing
major.
A few days prior to the event,
one male student called their office to
inquire as to whether the event was going
to be girls on girls or all males.
"One of the members called him
back and hinted around about the event,
telling him that he would have to come

and see for himself," Holliday said.
Holliday hung out with her
friends for the day. playing ball and doing
her homework.
"These were normal routine
things," she said. "We kind of let the students come and observe for themselves to
dispel certain notions rather than having
someone actively talking with students."
Vision held this event to promote
its organization as a more visible group on
campus, while also bringing more awareness to gblt issues. They focus on education and equality as a group.
"The event was a joke and lots of
hype surrounded it based upon our advertising," said Tony Schwab, a freshman
early childhood education major. "Its
actual presentation was of queer people
doing ordinary everyday things."
One of the more positive aspects
of having this event was that it brought
increased visibility about gblt issues, said
Wesolowski.
"It was a friendly reminder to
those who don't know or had forgotten
that there is a gblt community here,"
Wesolowski said.
She played frisbee, did her homework and chatted with friends that afternoon during the event.
"I enjoyed watching the students
walking by because they were not looking
at where they were going but instead at
us," she said. "I found it quite amusing."
Schwab liked the overall presentation of the event.
"It- sent a strong message
through simplicity," he said. "That anyone
from the gblt community is not any different from anyone who considers himself
heterosexual."

Pat Mora, author and poet, offers
her perspective on the world in her third
book of poetry, titled Communion. In
many of her previous collections, Mora
offered her interpretation of life in the
Southwest. Communion explores life all
over the world with firm roots in a feminist perspective.
The book is divided into three
chapters: "Old Bones." "Espinas" and "A
Voice." Each chapter revolves around a
different theme.
"Old Bones" contains poems that
focus on the theme of the elders in her
family, their thoughts on aging and of life
experiences. In a poem titled "Gentle
Communion." Mora writes of her grandmother and how her aging has affected
their relationship. "Two Women" is another poem in which Mora reflects on a conversation with an old friend, and how
someday when they are both widows they
can share a house together.
The next chapter, "Espinas,"
means thorns. This chapter focuses on the
many hardships that people face around
the world. A very emotionally charged
poem. "On Fire." speaks of the secret
longings of a man who was the victim of a
fire to be normal.
"Fences" tells the story of a
native who longs to be on the beach with
the tourists but cannot cross the invisible
fences created by society.
A third poem. "The Flood," is a
myth of the Huichol Indian tribe. It is the
story of a flood that covered the earth and
the only survivors are a man and his dog.
One night, the dog changes into a woman
who comforts the man in his time of need.
"The Eye of Texas" is about how
Texas used to be divided among two types
of people and today it belongs to only
one. She uses the metaphor of a bull that
used to have two eyes and is now limited
to one.
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The final chapter, "One Voice,"
focuses on the differences in the way
people speak to one another. A poem
titled "A Voice" talks of the struggle some
Hispanic children face because Spanish is
spoken at home and English is the language used elsewhere. "The Young Sor
Juana" is a coming of age story of Sor
Juana Ines de la Cruz, Mexico's most
acclaimed female poet. It reflects on the
feelings she must have felt growing up in
the 17th century and being unable to go
to school.
Many people are intimidated by
the genre of poetry as a whole, for fear of
not understanding it, but Mora's collection uses metaphors and symbolism that
make this book an easy read.
Mora also paints images with her
words. She often speaks of the desert and
the people she has encountered, as vivid
portraits appear in our minds. She presents a genuine knowledge of the world
through her life experiences which is
demonstrated through her poetry. This is a
worthwhile book for anybody who is interested in exploring the themes of womenhood, political and sexual borders, the
Southwestern and interior landscapes, all
in a richly lyrical style.
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Bone Thugs-N-Harmony have
com? together to bring another album
from the hardcore hip-hop crew. After a
successful debut in 1993. Bone members
separated to focus on putting out solo
projects. Straight out of Cleveland's rough
and rugged streets of East 99th and St.
Clair. the harmonizing thugs have reunited to drop this latest album BJHHRESSURRECTION.

Opposite of Wonderful
Youngest member of the Ruff Ryders family, Drag-On. has finally released
his long-awaited album titled Opposite of H20. Drag first appeared as a DMX clone
on Ruff Ryder's Hyde or Oil Compilation with the song "Down Bottom" featuring
Juvenile, and represented the grimy fellas on "Let's Talk About" on Eve's album.
Drag on has been expected to be the hottest kat out this year (BEANIE
SEGAL holds that rein). He tries to live up to these expectations by releasing his
first two singles that were exceptionally well, "Spit These Bars" and "Ride with Me."
which features his mentor DMX. Other artist that join Drag on this album, are
Jaddakiss. Eve and Case. And of course, all production is done by Swizz Beats.

BUT...
As if the title "The Opposite of H20" isn't corny enough, Drag on has a
handful of corny song titles, verses and skits on this album. Such as the skit where
Drag and his friends beat up a poor guy In a wheelchair that has rims on it?! How
pointless and dumb is that?
Another thing, like all Ruff Ryders, the beats don't match the flow! Damn,
why do they think Swizz Beats has to produce all their songs! Drag's stop and go
flow don't match the sampled keyboard beats of Swizz. So far, out of four of the
Ruff Ryders latest releases. The Lox has been the only one worth buying. The label
Is definitely not living up to what is has been hyped up to be.
As woman, I have to say I absolutely hate the song "Ladies 2000." The
lyrics at first seem like a tribute to the woman or women in his life, but the end
of the chorus it gets offensive as he sings: "I love these hoes, I love these hoes."
•Hot1 would not exactly be the adjective I would use when describing this album.
I still can't believe he had the nerve to make us wait for this shift.

The Obsidian would like to apologize for printing any
outdated or irrelevant CD reviews.This is due to our
pitifully small entertainment staff. If you think you
can contribute with vital multicultural entertainment
news, PLEASE let us know. (We hate to beg, but when
we get reviews of Christina Aguilera, we feel we have
no choice....)
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Like their other albums. Bone
Thugs continue to treat their lyrics not so
much like words, but as musical notes that
add extra texture to their rich sound.
While the five members pay attention to
lyrical content in crafting thuggish (lowtempo) street soldier anthems, this
album's smooth rhyme is what has truly
helped.
The first single on the album.
"Resurrection (Paper Paper)" is a song
where the group addresses the rumors of
the group's break-up. After listening to
the track, however, you realize that
despite the rumors and gossip, the group
never really split up at all. Accompanying
the groups in your face lyrics and run-on
rhymes are airy flutes, strings, pianos,
buzzing bass notes.
Other tracks tike "The Weed
Song" is definitely easier to understand
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because the titles and the tone tell you
everything you need to know. In "The
Weed Song" the lyrics are, of course,
about smoking weed and getting wasted.
Nevertheless, the melodically slow beat
and lyrics enable everyone to get into the
song, weather you participate in that such
activity or not. An upbeat song that is
also easy to understand is "Mind Our
Money." Again. Bone raps with clarity
about surviving and thriving on the business of rap amid so much drama.
As a whole, every track was
enjoyable to listen to. This album really is
a "resurrection" as it sounds like the Bone
Thugs before all the success and "paper,
paper." BTHRESSURRECTION will definitely
be a successful album. Let's hope the
group doesn't disband again, so in the
future there won't be a need for any more
resurrecting.

aishaPRICE
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This is probably one of the most
political albums ever heard. It's on another level than any Public Enemy or NWA
album. These two brothas. Ml and
Stic.man, have more than an attitude.
They have determination, pride and the
yearn for change.
With the analogy of "I was born
black, I live black, and I will probably die
because I am black" embedded in their
mind, they have uniquely put together a
powerful album titled Let's Get Free. With
their eyes on tomorrow and feet on today.
they split the album in half with the first
eight songs dealing with the struggle
today, and the last eight dealing with
encouragement for a better tomorrow.
Produced mostly by Dead Prez themselves
in conjunction with others, you barley
even hear the beat because the message is
so prevailing.
With tracks like "Assassination,"
"They schools," and "police state." their
songs are really like food for your mind. It
generates your mind to think about issues
in the community and gives you the confidence to help change it. The main topic
of the song "they schools" is how the
whole school system is a joke, and they
say how schools these days don't teach
African Americans what we need to know
to survive, they just teach them white
man lies.
These songs are in the today
half; the focus is on the unfortunate
issues in the black community and the
mistreatment of the black male by 'the
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enemy,' or 'the oppressor*.
On the tomorrow half of the
album, it is geared strictly towards the
benefit of oneself, with songs like "be
healthy," "psychology" and "happiness."
Almost juvenile in its ways, "be healthy"
is a song that tells you how and what you
should eat. All in all, it still gives off good
vibes.
Radio friendly songs include,
their present hit single "hip hop." This
song mainly points out to alt of the hiphop artist that are not keeping it real and
to stop making fake records.
If you share the same views as
Dead Prez. this album will be the most
profound of the year. If you are not yet
ready to be free, then this album will be
way over your head. Finally if you are not
of African descent, and don't understand
the struggle of Africans, this album will be
offensive to you. In words of Dead Prez.
"If we do it today, tomorrow we will be
free."
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ADJUSTMENT MADE EASIER FOR
SOME FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS

SEPTEMBER
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THE MINORITY
OF THE MINORITY
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Chiistiant
Spittmueller.
of
Oermany. reads Jane Smiley at her
favorite local coffeeshop.

International students are the
minority of the minority groups,
according to Fay Patal, a doctoral
student in mass communications and a
South African native.
"International students are a
minority on this campus, but we are
not recognized as such,'' I'atal said.
"We feel we have to keep explaining
where we come from and our life there
to the local people."
When international students
leave their country and come to
Howling Green State University, the
challenges are far greater for them
than multicultural students transfering or beginning school at BGSU from
other American states.
For foreign exchange students,
leaving behind their families and
friends, environment, culture and way

Jfalttar Shepard. born 1976 and died 1998
'The Ion of a child can never be understood by
those of us without children. But I would vow to
the Shepard's that I will work to make sure his
death is remembered and that their son was
important." (Colleen Coughlin. WS instructor)

of life can mean more than just homesickness. It can be an extremely bizarre
and frightening culture shock entering
America and Bowling Green.
Students like Patal feel
frustrated due to the lack of recognition given to international students by
other students, administrators, faculty
and staff on this campus.
So why bother exchanging to
BGSU if it seems like a greater burden
than it is worth?
Because these few international Students enjoy coming to a more
diverse community than their home
countries. They want to learn about
the American culture (even this town
lias one).
Coming to America is like
nothing these students would have
ever had the opportunity to do otherwise and the experiences they have
here will continue to enrich their lives
now and forever.

OCTOBER

A new residential minority
peer mentor program for first-year students began last fall as an initiative of
James Jackson, the assistant director of
residence life for educational initiatives.
"Often a student ol color l.vls
isolated and as though no one cares
about them. Having mentors will show
the caring and welcoming side of BG,"
James lackSOII said
The goal of the program is to
help first-yeM minority students make
a smooth transition from high school to
college.
Their responsibilities include
meeting with the students one-on-one
to discuss social adjustment and problems and report any concerns to the
Office of Residence Life so admlnistrators can help. Also, mentors are to
expose students to the campus cultural
celebration and Iwlp first-year students
discover what the University is about.
Frank Hollimon, a freshman
business administration major and one

1N MEMORY

Matthew Shepard's death
fueled a new discussion about federal
"hate crime" laws. Under federal law
and most state statutes, there are stiff
penalties for those who physically
intimidate or attack someone because
of their race, religious beliefs or ethnic
background. But neither federal law
nor most states include gays and lesbians among those who can be victims
of "hate crimes."
A bill to expand the federal
law to include gays had been
languishing in Congress, all but
invisible until Shepard's story broke.
But it seems doubtful that, had the law
been on the books, it would have
deterred the men who allegedly
attacked and killed Matthew Shepard.
Is there any group of people who cannot be a victim of hate?
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mentee. said he's participating in the
program to make a successful transi
tion to college.
m which his mentor has
helped him included helping him meet
people, with his academic, and encouraging him to get involved with Gospel
Choir and Impact, a black Bible study

group.
"I can easily call him for help,"
Hollimon said. "He is always checking
up on me and seeing how 1 am doing."
Jamie Nance, a freshman psychology major, encourages other tirstyear minority students to get involved
with the program.
"It is a good idea," Nance said.
■ mentor* are knowledgeable and
like advisors based on their years ol
experience. They are easy to get In
touch with and are helpful, not fust Cor
academics but for other things."
Many mentees and mentors
agreed that college is easier when stu
dents have someone to help them with
their college career.
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° SHEPARD, A VICTIM OF HATE

Instead, Matthew Shepard was
remembered as a meek young man
who had not died in vain. His cousin,
.in Episcopal priest named Anne kitch,
said that his life—and death-was a
lesson as clear as the Sermon on the
Mount.
"I believe Matt has shown us
the way out," she said. "The way out of
the abyss, away from violence, hate
and despair."
"Matt's beating, hospitalization and funeral focused worldwide
attention on hate,' Dennis Shepard
said at the trial for his son's murderer,
Aaron McKinncy. "Good is coming out
Of evil. People have said Enough is
enough'; You screwed up, Mr.
McKinney. You made this world realize
that a person's lifestyle is not a reason
for discrimination, intolerance, perse-

cution ... My son, Matthew, paid a terrible price to open the eves of all of us
who live in Wyoming, the United
States and the world to the unjust and
unnecessary tears, discrimination and
intolerance that members of the gay
community face every day."
McKinney, who was found
guilty Wednesday of first-degree
felony murder in the 1998 bludgeoning
of gay college student Matthew
Shepard, made only a brief statement
before his sentence of two consecutive
life terms was pronounced. "I really
don't know what to say other than that
I'm truly sorry to the entire Shepard
family,'' he said. "Never will a day go
by I won't be ashamed for what I have
done."

malts arc
superior to
females.

Rebetra Nieto, a junior /PC major,
takes it upon herself 10 overcome
stereotypes surrounding Hispanics.

In celebration of Hispanic
Heritage Month, the Latino community had
the opportunity to express their feelings
on various issues pertaining to them.
One misconception is the idea of
"machismo." the belief that suggests

CELEBRATING HISPANIC
HERITAQE AND CULTURE

"Machismo
is not a
Mexican-American priority but it is present
in all cultures and ethnic groups," Rolando
Andrade, an associate professor of ethnic
studies, said. "Books might claim it as the
concept behind the evil of Latin
Americans."
Stereotypes also play a role in the
lives of Latino students. Several students
believe they haven't experienced racial
stereotypes, although they might feel
more comfortable with individuals of their
ethnicity. Additionally, Hispanics that are
able to "pass" as white often hear of the
stereotypes rather than being the victims
of them.
Jennifer Kabasan, a native of
Spain and a senior accounting major, said
she experiences both benefits and drawbacks of appearing completely white,
which means she usually hears the stereotypes rather than being a subject of them.

Cooper added that people are
probably split 50/50 on the issue.
"Some may be offended by
Hitler's appearance on the list, and others
can't deny that Hitler shaped the twentieth century."

CITY DOES NOT CATER TO
ALL STUDENT'S NEEDS
Is it really all right here at BG? A
number of multicultural students say the
city of Bowling Green does not cater to
their needs. They often have to find other
alternatives to fulfill what they believe is
a necessity.
Eryn Whitfield, a sophomore integrated social studies major, said she is displeased with the city for several reasons.

She overcomes any stereotypes by educating others.
Jose Blanco, a Mexican freshman
biology major, said he often senses suspicion or fear from people because he is
Mexican.
"One stereotype people have said,
'Oh you're Mexican, most of you drop out
after the first year," Blanco said. "But
dropping out for me is not an option
because people already have high hopes
for me. My response to these people is.
"Wait and see whose left standing after
four years."
Rebecca Nieto, a Mexian junior
IPC major, said she often hears of stereotypes rather than experiencing it. A
stereotypical perspective of Hispanics are
that they are lazy, which is false she said.
"All I ever heard from employers
are how hard-working their Hispanic

employees are," she said.
Nieto said she takes it upon herself to overcome this myth by being a hard
worker herself and working to help other
Hispanics overcome any difficulties they
encounter. Furthermore, she is working to
prove herself to those whom she encounters.
Jeremy Garcia, a Spanish undecided major, said he hasn't experienced any
racial stereotypes at the University yet,
personally, he believes everyone is equal
and no one race is on top of the other.
Individuals that deviate from this belief
and discriminate others are ignorant.
"They are ignorant people, who
don't open up their hearts and try to
understand other people and their cultures," he said.

TAKINQ A STAND AQAINST
RACIAL INJUSTICE

HITLER: PERSON OF THE
CENTURY?.'
Time magazine conducted a
Person of the Century Poll over the
Internet. Amazing men and women with
obvious positive contributions to society,
such as Albert Einstein, Mother Theresa
and Henry Ford, held top spots. However,
near the top of the list was Adolf Hitler.
The Person of the Century, as
stated by "Time" magazine, is "that person who, for better or worse, most influenced the course of history over the past
100 years."
As with any issue, Hitler's place
on a list of people of the century has
caused much debate.
"Hitler wasn't a great man, but
he was a genius," Michael Cooper, junior
environmental science major and Hillel
vice president said. "Hitler took Germany
from a deteriorated country to a world
power in four years. Hitler at least
belongs in the top ten."

NOVEMBER

A
diverse
group of students
andcommunity
activists united to
take a stand against
racism and discrimination in our executive
and judicial systems in the United States
of America. That stand for justice and
against racism that unified so many
diverse individuals was to take up the case
of Mumia Abu-Jamal.
Mumia was a successful radio
journalist in Philidephia during the
1970s. He had no prior criminal record at
that time.
In December of 1981, Mumia was
shot by a Philadelphia police officer and
almost died for trying to intervene In a
street incident where his brother was
being beaten by the same officer. The
police officer was also shot and killed, and
witnesses saw other men run from the
scene. When more police arrived, they
beat Mumia before taking him to the hospital, and he was immediately charged
with murder. Mumia's brother and another key eyewitness were later harassed by

DECEMBER

"The brand of
clothes we wear like FUBU is against the
dress code at Gargoyles because the owners believe it is affiliated with trouble,"
she said.
Some members of Vision believe
the city doesn't meet the needs of multicultural students, including the GLBT students.

don't expect
much
from
Bowling
Green,
because it is a small town," said Jessica
Teaman, Vision president. "It does nothing
at all for the GLBT community, nothing
positive and nothing negative."
Teaman thinks that having
Tuesday night Drag-N-Donce night at
Uptown is an improvement, but that is for
people who are interested in that and go

police and driven out of town. Other witnesses who changed their stories to implicate Mumia were rewarded.
After a trial for the case, Mumia
was sentenced to death. In 1995, when
only ten days away from execution, a
worldwide outcry forced the government
to back down and. grant a stay of execution. Through the concious action of concerned individuals and organizations there
is hope that a new trial will be granted
through constant public pressure.
On October 28, a coalition of BG
students and community members came
together and took action to be the voice
of Mumia. Over 320 signatures were collected on a petition, which was sent to
both Mumia's attorney and the judge for
the case. Concerned students and community members of BG have raised their voices to demand a fair trial. Yet his life still
hangs in the balance.

to the bars.
Rebecca Nieto, a junior IPC major,
believes the city lacks in accommodating
the Hispanic community as well.
"I don't think the city as a whole
is accommodating, but there are many
individual citizens who are," Nieto said. "I
believe that a large portion of the citizens
in BG are members of the campus community, which makes them more cognizant to
the needs of Latino students because of
our strong presence within the campus."

MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS
NEED TO STAY CURRENT
Roughly 200 student organizations exist at BGSU. However, you would
not know it by looking on the University
website or the phonebook directory.
Most minority organizations seem
to be omitted from both sources. Those
organizations which do appear often have
inaccurate, outdated information about
advisers and club presidents. Some multicultural organizations already suffer from
low member turnout, so these lists need to
be updated in order to give other students
the opportunity to join.
In order for any organization to
be recognized by the University, in terms
of monetary support, there are certain
steps that must be taken. There is a registration process, which involves mostly

BLACK ISSUES
CONFERENCE
ENCOURAQES
UNITY
The Black Issues Conference
implemented
by
the
Center
of
Multicultural Affairs, was momentous. It
gave University students an opportunity
to discuss relevant issues concerning
African Americans today.
"Nothing like this has ever been
done at the University," said James
Jackson, a member of the BIC planning
committe and assistant director of residence life. "I thought ft was phenomenal
that we actually pulled it off. I was
impressd with Mel Jackson because he
threw away his prepared remarks that he
spent 30 to 45 minutes on and spoke from
the heart."
In the welcome speech, BGSU
President Sidney Ribeau discussed the
importance of unity within community
and how it affects one's succession in the
world.
"No one makes it in a society by
himself or herself." he said. "Students
need to feel they are part of a community. When looking at respect for the self
and each other, we are looking at community. What you have in your head and
heart defines your character."
Over 210 students of varying
races and ethnicities and colleges participated in the conference. Many participants believed the conference was something that was needed because it gave
students an opportunity to communicate,
unite and discuss issues affecting them on
the University campus and in society.
"It was an opportunity to meet
new people and learn that you are not the
only one faced with adversity and there

filling out various paperwork and keeping
the University up to date on the members
and activities.
The Office of Student Life is
responsible for the processing of this. This
process also includes a yearly registration
form in which the organizations are to list
all members, advisers and presidents so it
can be added to the directory and web
site. It is also important because the campus Fact Line cannot give out dated information to inquiries concerning groups.
While the Office of Student Life
does require this information to be given
yearly, a lot of organizations do not comply. The Office of Student life heavily
stresses the importance of this, but it is
ultimately the organizations' responsibility

FEBRUARY

President Sidney Ribeau stood before the audience talking about why then is a need for a
Black Issues Conference at BGSU.

are others on the same page you are on,
college students trying to be successful'
said Brandon Head, a sophomore finance)
major.
Among the workshops addressed]
in the conference were "For the Brothers,'
issues affecting African American men;
"Love Jones: Healthy Relationships for the
Millennium," how to have a healthy relationship in all dynamics and the meaning
of love; "Blacks and Civic Responsibility,
responsibilities of blacks in their commu-j
nity and society; "Sister to Sister," issues
affecting African American women; and
"Hip Hop and Being Bout If Leadership
Implications for a Generation." ways ol
using music as a social movement and to
educate.
Jackson said the 8IC was a step!
toward making the University a better
place.
"Conferences such as these are
going to put Bowling Green on the map,"
he said. "It is going to be known as
place where people can talk about diversity-"

JANUARY
to get the information to them.
Steve Oomachowski, coordinator
of student organization services in the
Office of Student Activities, believes the
office is doing its best to assist organizations, but their services aren't always
taken advantage of.
"The biggest problem is making
the organizations more accountable,"
Oomachowski said. "Many organizations
don't give us then updated information, so
there's no way for us make the information
available to the public."
The office underwent reconstruction In an effort to be more helpful for the
students. If organizations do not stay in
contact with the Office of Student life and
update their roster each year, they could

ultimately
lose
their
funding.
Oomachowski believes this may be more
successful because, unlike in the past,
there are now consequences for those
organizations that are not keeping their
information current
Bettina Shuford. director of
Multicultural Affairs and Academic
Initiatives, cannot stress the importance
of organizations, multicultural especially,
to stay current on their information.
"The proper paperwork should be
filled out and turned in in a more timely
fashion," Shuford said. "There may be people, not only from 66, but anywhere in the
country, who may be interested in certain
groups, but cannot get the right information."
It Is up to members of the student
groups to ask for assistance and take
advantage of the services. It can only benefit those who are interested in them.

MEL JACKSON FEATURED SPEAKER AT
BLACK ISSUES CONFERENCE
Undoubtedly one of the highlights body will be affected enough to become a
of the first annual Black Issues Conference part the solution."
In addition, Jackson commented
was the keynote speaker, actor Mel
on the theme of the Black Issues
Jackson.
Jackson, who co-starred in a wide Conference, "Put Unity back into
variety of films and television shows, Community." Jackson said that the main
including "Soul Food," brought a powerful thing that stops people from unifying is a
message of self-empowerment hard work, lack of communication.
"I think that once we sit down
spirituality and soul searching to BGSU.
Those in attendance who were and have healthy dialogue like this started,
truthfully only there to catch a glimpse of we allow people to talk and vomit up all
the handsome star, were no doubt drawn this garbage that has been put in us for the
into the down-to-earth tone and casual last 4O0 years through the media," Jackson
presentation Jackson gave. This may have said. "Its good that we've started taking
been why the Office of Multicultural and and listening to each other. I think its
Academic Initiatives chose Jackson over a important to listen to what a person means
rather than what they say."
slew of other speakers.
Jackson's young, friendly presence
made one listen intently to his message.
almost as if he were a
friend. His positive
message of hard work
and determination was
well-received throughout the crowd.
"I think it
(the conference] was
great!" Jackson said.
"This is how you get
viable solutions. You
can only come up with
solutions through dialogue and by addressing the problem, then
talking about possible
solutions. I saw that
being started here
today. I think people
will go home and think
Guest Speaker Mel Jackson signs autographs after making a
about what happened
today, and hopefully some- speech at the Block Issues Confrrena.

STUDENTS RECEIVE VALUAB
EDUCATION IN SOUTH BRONX

ONE BLUE BABY'S TALE OF CAMPUS
LIFE AND PERSEVERANCE

Charles Tavenner is a non-traditional
student who lives m Hodgers
Quadrangle

Charles Tavenner was a 'Blue Baby1
of the 1950s.
Blue babies are born with a lifethreatening condition in which the blood
lacks oxygen.
In Tavenner's case, he was not
expected to live more than 48 hours.
Now. nearly 50 years later,
Tavenner pursues a social work degree at
Bowling Green State University and lives in
a residence hall.
Soon after Tavenner's birth, doctors discovered that he was completely deaf
and suffered from cerebral palsy, a group of
disorders that causes loss of movement or
other nerve functions. Because of this,
Tavenner had limited muscle movement. His
mother, however, worked hard to get him
strong by frequently moving his arms and
legs. By the age of 10, Tavenner had the
strength of two men.
Judy Kiser, Tavenner's advisor and

APRIL
Members of Vision act as a support group to the gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, queer, questioning, straight
supportive glbtqqss community. In addition, they seek to educate the campus
community about glbt issues through
interactive discussions and workshops
held throughout the year.
"Many students on campus are
unaccepting of them [glbt persons],"
said Greta Hale, a sophomore journalism
major. "There are stereotypes of all
groups of people, but for some reason it
is more fashionable to be anti-gay. I
think that is unfortunate. I feel the same
about them as I do anybody else."
Having gone to a Vision meeting

seminar/field experience professor, said perseverance keeps him in pace with other college students.
"He is a non-traditional student,
which creates a special challenge of its
own," Kiser said. "He is also more persistent
than other students. But, because of his
physical disabilities, it takes more determination and hard work for him to get by."
Tavenner has alw'ays considered a
career in social work as well as working with
people with disabilities.
"I can have empathy for the client
because I have been where they are now,"
Tavenner said. "To me, empathy is much different from sympathy. Those people don't
want my sympathy, they want empathy—
someone to understand what they are going
through."
Each morning, Tavenner wakes up
at 6 a.m. to go to his internship at the
Salvation Army in Toledo. Although it takes
him a long time to get ready, especially to
get dressed, he arrives at work by 8:30
a.m. When he gets there, his field instructor tells him what needs to be done for the
day.
"Basically, my job is to observe
clients who are in poverty," Tavenner said.
"Although if s not what I want to do for the
rest of my life, it is an interesting place."
Although he is not working with
disabled people, Tavenner makes a connection between living in poverty and having a
disability.
"People in poverty are disabled,"
Tavenner said. "They don't have the ability
to get everything they need...they go without things. I have learned that this semester."

MARCH
BGSU will give you a degree,
assuming you pay your fees and pass
the classes which have been prescribed to you. It is sometimes overlooked, however, that our University
also offers opportunities for students
to become educated. Education, as we
see it, must extend beyond the classroom and the textbook to dialogue
and experience with people and situations that are beyond what we know.
Our recent trip to the South
Bronx in New York City was an eyeopening experience. Our (primarily
white) group became the minority,
surrounded by people who not only
differed from us in the color of our
skin but who also faced very different
issues on a daily basis. We were awed
and humbled by people whose main
concerns were not pouring rights and
parking spaces, but police corruption
and crumbling homes. We had the
exciting opportunity to meet a handful of people bringing an energy and
hope to a hopeless, substance infected, economically "failing community. There causes seemed so much
more real than those we knew, so
much more meaningful.
Upon our return to Bowling
Green, our perception of "reality" has
changed. Reality is NOT 94% white,
reality is NOT middle to upper class,
reality is NOT four years of college, a

VISION EDUCATES STUDENTS
ABOUT QLBT ISSUES
last year. Hale said that the meetings are
good attempts to raise awareness.
Vision meetings are held every
Tuesday in the Women's Center in Hanna
Hall. Any student, faculty member or BG
resident is welcome to attend. In addition. Vision Lite meetings, which focus
on coming out, sexuality and other personal issues, take place on Thursday
nights (also in the Women's Center).
"A lot of people don't think they
know people who are ' glbt," Jill
Wesolowski. Vision outreach chair, said.
"But what they don't realize is that they
probably do."
According to Wesolowski, members of the organization try to hold different events each month to raise aware-

ness of glbt matters. Alphabet Soup, a
conference about campus issues, featured speakers from other universities
last October. Vision brought Kate
Bornstein, a transgender author and
activist, to campus in February. Bornstein
discussed gender theory and how it
relates to everyday life.
"We're trying to open their [students] eyes to the diversity around
them," Wesolowski said.
In addition. Rainbow Oaze,
which took place April 3-7, included
many activities to raise campus awareness. For example, a transgender movie
was shown and followed by a panel of
transgender speakers. Kevin Jennings, a
founder of the Gay, Lesbian, Straight

degree, a $50,000 a year job, and a
house in suburbia. It seems that our
micro-cosmic BGSU is starved for a
culture more representative of our
nation. This greater diversity would
lend students the opportunity to gain
an appreciation for and sensitivity
towards a greater variety of people
with a different range of difficulties.
So we are challenged BGSU,
to look within ourselves and find love
and acceptance for others, to step off
our daily paths and choose to have
experiences that differ from the lives
that we know. A challenge to get to
know people who have been seperated from us and share their perspectives on life. A challenge to take
advantage of a number of opportunities available through the university
to visit different sections of our
nation. Only by choosing to accept
that challenge, to educate ourselves,
and acting on that choice, can we
truly prepare ourselves to face the
real world.

Ptese are the 23 BBSO students who
spent their spring break in the South
Bronx, New York.

Education Network (GLSEN) spoke about
dealing with glbt issues in classrooms for
educators. Live Homosexual Acts, which
consisted of Vision members doing normal everyday things such as talking and
having fun, took place next to the
Education Building.
However, other programs are
designed to help students throughout the
year, one of which is called the Safezone,
whcih began this semester. Members of
the program post a decal on their door to
signify that a person of any sexuality is
welcome to speak of issues that concern
them in that room.
"The concept of Safezone is
known nationwide." Jessica Teaman.
Vision president, said. "It really gets people thinking about different issues.
Everybody can benefit from it."

Some gay males may be unable to donate blood
wendySUTO
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Rumors have been circulating
around campus that gay mates are not
allowed to donate blood. The Red Cross
says it is only implementing the regulations placed by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Some Vision members feel it is discrimination and are disappointed that some students may not be
permitted to donate blod. The Obsidian
investigates this issue in further detail.
Although the American Red Cross
(ARC) feels that discrimination (automatic
judgement based on untrue or irrelevant
facts) is unacceptable, they make all of its
services available to anyone in need with
no regard for age. race, lifes*yle. ability to
pay or any other qualification. Those eligible to give Wood must be healthy, at least
17 years old and weight about 110 pounds.
"One of the key elements of blood
safety is donor selection." according to
NurJehan Stutz, the medical director for
the ARC. Toledo chapter. "Persons who
have, or have an increased risk of unknowingly carrying, dangerous infections that
can be transmitted by transfusion must
not be cleared to donate blood. The Red
Cross is ethically and legally bound to this
rule."
The details of definitions for
"dangerous" and "increased risk" come
largely from the FDA. which bases its regulations on the best science available, said
Stutz. Alt blood collection programs are
obligated to abide by these definitions and
regulations and to accept or reject potential blood donors based on them.
One University student has always
been encouraged to give blood by his
mother, who shares the same blood type
(AB>) as him. This blood type is considered rare.
"In high school, we students were
always approached by the Red Cross to
donate blood," said Tim Marshall, a senior
journalism major. "But I never went
through the donation process because I
had heard horror stories of people getting
sick."
During Marshall's first semester at
BGSU in 1996, he noticed that the ARC
blood drive would be coming to campus.
He decided to donate blood. About the
same time, his ethnic studies professor
talked about discrimination against gay
men in blood donations.
"I heard I couldn't do it then," he
says. "When I joined Vision in 1997, I also
heard from other students that gay men
could not donate blood. I am personally
disappointed because I am not given the
opportunity to help people."
Liz Obenauer, a freshman psychology major, has donated blood in the past,
although she said she felt she had a bad

experience with the ARC the first time she
gave blood.
"It took three people to get the
needle in my vein," she said. "I fainted
and the nurse was mean to me."
While some students want to
donate blood, they cannot due to their
self-expression or sexual identity.
"Their actions are discrimatory."
Jason Patterson, a junior environmental
science major, said. "AIDS can be detected
three months after the last sexual
encounter. For them to disqualify man to
man sexual interactions is false justification. This just plays into the old sterotype
that gay equals AIDS."
Patterson has donated blood
before, and felt it was the experience was
alright and "nothing out of the ordinary."
According to Marshall, ever since
the news of the AIDS epidemic of the early
1980s, most gay men have tried to be
more responsible, more health-conscious,
and more concerned with life and death.
"I think that the newly developed
concern for well being that the tragedy of
AIDS created encouraged many people
including gay men to save lives by becoming blood and organ donors," he said.
Part of the blood donation
process entails completing a blood donation record form, asking individuals deeply
personal yet confidential questions about
their sexual behaviors, general health, residence/citizenship and any diseases they
might have had previously or currently.
"Because tests cannot detect alt
transmissible diseases in their early
stages, honesty in answering these questions is a critical part of the screening
process." Stutz said. "Some of these questions became personal some years ago and
we had to get specific answers to specific
questions."
The FDA determines what these
questions need to be. The blood donation
record does get approved from the FDA as
to its appropriateness. Included in the
form are questions that are considered to
be high risk activities associated with
increased risk of infection.
Some of these questions include
the words "since 1977" at the end of them.
Stutz explained why that this is a cut-off
date.
"That is around the time we think
HIV came into the states," she said. "No
one knows the exact time it appeared, but
we need a cut-off date and that is the date
that has been established."
Donors are asked these questions,
and if the answer is yes, they automatically get deferred, which translates into being
unable to donate blood in the future. One
of these questions asks donors, "Are you a
male who has had sex. even once, with
another male since 1977?"
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"If they answer yes to that question, we do defer them indefinitely
because that is what we are required to
do," Stutz said. "That particular group, a
male having sex with another male, is
linked to an increased risk with HIV and
Hepatitis B today."
Stutz referred to the Center for
Disease Control (CDC) web site, where the
statistics pertaining to male to male sex is
linked with increased risk of AIDS.
"The FDA's current definitions for
donor eligibility regarding HIV and
Hepatitis B specify that men who have had
sex with other men must not donate
blood," Stutz said. "This definition of the
high risk group is independent of any prior
HIV test results on the prospective donor
and whether or not the person is in a
monogamous relationship."
The definitions was established
by the FDA in the early 1980s with the full
participation of leaders of the gay community, members of gay advocacy groups in
several cities, local public health officials
and representatives of bood banks.
But Marshall believes this type of
discrimination is a form of oppression
nonetheless.
"The reason for that is that
oppression 'per the ruling post-modern
definition of the word' is a societal

restraint on an individual," he says. "I'm
restrained from doing something that
would help the greater good of society
because of my sexuality."
Patterson said AIDS is in decline
with the gay and bisexual male community, but in the rise with the heterosexual
minority women. He heard of no special
treatment for them.
Marshall suggests taking activist
approaches to help eliminate prejudices
with the ARC or the U.S. Food & Drug
Administration.
"I suggest writing to the
city/county chapter of ARC or look for
other health care agencies or find other
alternatives, like doing activist approaches
when ARC is on campus," he said. "I wonder if students have been binge drinking
the night before, is it okay for them to
donate blood the next day then?"
NOTE: The American Red Cross,
Toledo chapter, wishes to extend its thanks
to The Obsidian and to BGSU for supporting
the community blood program. As a blood
drive sponsor, the University gives hope to
seriously ill patients who need transfusion
and provides students and faculty with t
opportunity to experience citizenship in
action through voluntary blood donation.
This quiet civic service should be a source of
pride for BGSU.

CALL TO PROTECT
launched in 1996 by Wireless Foundation, CALL TO PROTECT is
domestic violence prevention project to provide those in
danger with instant access to help in the form of a wireless
phone. CTIA member carriers, Motorola and Brightpoint, Inc.
in cooperation with the National Coalition Against Domestic
Violence, provides free wireless phones and airtime to aid
victims and their advocates.
CALL TO PROTECT wireless phones are preprogrammed so that victims can reach help with the push of a
button. For a battered woman living in fear of the next
episode of domestic violence, this can make the difference
between living in terror and having the strength to protect
herself and her children. CALL TO PROTECT also provides wireless phones to domestic violence professionals so they can
reach victims, report cases of abuse and contact emergency
services.
The program collects old cell phones, reprograms
them to automatically dial 911 or a crisis hotline at the
touch of a button, and distributes them to battered women
shelters, at no cost to the victims. It is the hope of the
above-mentioned organizations that a cell phone will be put
in the hands of every domestic abuse victim in the country.
Cell phones are particular^ important because abusers often
try to prevent victims form calling the police, victims of
abuse can safely leave their homes and call the police when
they have a cell phone.
By donating your no-longer used wireless phone to the Wireless Foundation,
you are hetping the fight against domestic violence by placing a powerful tool in the
hands of women in trouble. To donate your phone, mail the phone, battery and charger to:
CALL TO PROTECT
c/o Brightpoint. Inc.
501 AirTech Parkway
Doors 23/?4
Plainfield, IN 46168
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Up close and personal with Carter Gilmer
nekieshaWALKER
FEATURE WRITER
Being an African American program

director

University

at

is

a

Bowling
rare

Green

status.

State

Being

an

African American chemist in America is an
extraordinary accomplishment. In a society where it has become a normal state of
mind to think minority and success are
never to be placed in the same sentence,

the 60's whether it be directing, teaching,
or researching. When I saw this position
advertised two years ago, I thought it to
be a group of students who were oriented
in science, and I'd have the opportunity to
help minorities get involved in the sciences.
I thought about what the PLA was
going to be and I wanted to get involved.
Of course, since then it really has nothing

where students get selected based on their
high school activities, specifically leadership roles.
In high school, the student must
have been dedicated to giving back to the
community, getting involved in homeless
programs, student government, whatever
actions proved to be for the betterment of
their community and school. These were
the students who strive to make things

Dr. Carter Gilmer shatters that doctrine
everyday. Gilmer has risen to excellence,
and in the process,

broken stereotypes,

social, economic and racial barriers, and
he's done so by doing what he believes in.
A native of Chicago, Gilmer's first
love was sport and playing high school
basketball. As a self-described fair student, Gilmer attended Drake University on
a partial athletic and academic scholarship. It was there that he discovered his
his Ph.D in chemistry.
Gilmer is currently the program
for

the

President's

For most semesters I've either
done half PLA or taught chemistry the
other half. But this year it's been all PLA
and will probably be that way from now
on. I've had to sacrifice a bit because I
really feel strongly about the PLA.
I really like Bowling Green's campus, mostly because I have a certain
amount of freedom to develop this PLA.
With Ribeau's overall mission, I can do
what I think is appropriate and I think I'm
doing a good job.

Leadership

Academy (PLA) on campus. He migrated to
Bowling Green to carry out his and president Ribeau's vision of the PLA. Gilmer's
obvious first love is the field of chemistry,
but he devotes most of his time and effort
to the program and students of the PLA.
Gilmer is an inventor; he currently has three patents from DuPont and 2
pending. He's an innovator; he has and
will continue to shape the
prime

campus

Why do you feel there are so few blacks
In the field of chemistry?
There are about 17 African
Americans who graduate with a Ph.D in
chemistry annuatly. That breaks down to
roughly 1 for every three states. Many people don't know black scientists because
historically there haven't been many.
I think that black students
weren't encouraged to go into that area of
academics for different reasons. I was even
discouraged from studying science. As a
black man in college, I was told 1 wasn't
supposed to be majoring in chemistry.
Which takes up more time, the PLA or
your chemistry?

love for science and he eventually received

director

Something we work for is to create a
chance for the different types of students
to learn to work together, to get along
with each other and network, as leaders
must do.

PLA into a

producer of societal and

community leaders. He's an educator; he
teaches that with determination and perseverance one can achieve anything. But
most importantly, Gilmer is a leader himself. Just through example, he's an inspiration to those who want to become leaders too. And on top of his hectic schedule,
Gilmer was nice enough to find time for a
interview with The Obsidian. What a man,
what a man, what a mighty nice man!

What brought you to the PLA?
Well, everyone tries to find his or
her niche. I've been doing chemistry since

LSU♦continued from page 9
zines geared toward Latinos in higher education, such as "Hispanic Outlook," and
using inclusive terminology in job descriptions.
"Some universities go out of their
way for some candidates and offer a substantial amount of money to make them
come here," Popovich said. "If they do that
for one person, then they should do that
for everyone, including Latinos."
In addition, LSU asked that qualified individuals be informed about the
Latino community as a strong support
group at the University, Popovich said.

Director of President's Leadership Academy Carter Gilmer
to do specifically with
science, but I felt its
purpose was still something I wanted to be
happen for themselves as well as those
involved in. The students are focused on
around them. And so these are the types of
being leaders, and good citizens and givstudents who now make up the PLA here
ing back to the community.
on campus.
I'm a bonafied chemist. I love sciWe have students from all over
ence, but I feel so strongly about what
Ohio. The students come from urban settings, suburban areas, rural areas and all
this program stands for that I feel like I've
found my niche.
ethnic backgrounds.
Our core values are honesty,
respect for one another, getting a job well
What exactly is the PLA?
done, and having integrity and courage.
The PLA is a scholarship program

"They are not going to come or
stay here if there is no one here like
them," he said.
Another issue LSU noticed was
that while there is no growth in Latino faculty and staff members, there is growth in
the number of Latino students population.
Popovich said Latino faculty
members serve as advisors and a support
system.
"If something happens and we
felt that we'd been faced with racism, they
help us deal with that," he said.
One of the examples cited was the
flyer of a free lunch opportunity found in
Commons Dining in the beginning of the
semester. The flyer had a racial slur depict-

ed on a soda can among a clip art of a
meal.
DeAnda said Latino faculty members guided her in educating herself about
her culture.
"I am half white and half Mexican
and I wanted to learn more about my
Mexican side," Deandasaid. "When I came
here there were limited resources. You had
to try to find people before you get help."
Eventually DeAnda met with
Manny Vadillo, former LSU advisor, who
informed her of LSU and Sigma Lambda
Gamma sorority.
Another recommendation made by
LSU members was ^-implementing a committee similar to the Task Force
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Whafs one thing you want students to
know about Dr. Carter Gilmer?
That I care about students. I am a
real person. I've been through a lot, just
like everyone else, and not too much surprises me anymore. I've had a lot of exposure to a lot of different situations. I've
seen a lot and I've done a lot. In the
process I've gained a valuable trait -- wisdom. And I just want to help students find
their strength and passion and live up to
the potential I know that we all have.

Investigating Latino Concerns that was
active at the University during the 1980s
and started by President Hollis A. Moore.
"It was started as a result of LSU's
focus on researching and examining
recruiting methods and seeing whether the
University caters to students needs,"
Popovich said. "In many cases it doesn't."
Brewer said that with all these
recommendations in mind, they help to
address issues and work collaboratively
with the University to bring about positive
results.
"We just set the ball in motion for
future change" Brewer said.

Gospel Choir still exploding with soulful message after 30 years
irenesharonSCOTT
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and was a result of the initiative taken by
four students who met regularly for Bible
study at Prout Chapel. Among these four
student leaders were McDonald's parents,
Cassandra and Nathan McDonald.
According to Mrs. McDonald, cofounder of the choir, they invited other
students to join and opened each session
with songs. The organization had annual
concerts and has grown into a ministry.
"We wanted to leave a legacy,
which is happening now," Mrs. McDonald
said. "We have wanted to leave something
behind and leave a mark at BGSU."

For the past 30 years, the Gospel
Choir has adminstrated the meaning of
Christ through songs of praise and empowerment. In addition, the choir has aided
and continues to aid in the retention of
students.
"The Gospel Choir gives students,
namely minority students, a place to come
together in a friendly atmosphere and
learn music in an uplifting way and to
train leaders," said Nathan McDonald,
Gospel Choir president.
McDonald said that by meeting
once a week, they create a family away
from home.
"Retention is when someone feel
comfortable with their surroundings," he
said. "This creates stability and the person
When reflecting on the choir then
is most likely to excel in academics. The
and now, Mrs. McDonald said it remains a
Gospel Choir is a place to receive encourplace of comfort and in her mind.
agement. People know they have support
"If you had problems, you putand the older members serve as mentors."
them aside and praised God," she said. "In
Erin Bailey, a Gospel choir memthe end you feel as though you could take
ber, said when she was a freshman, she
on the world."
didn't know anyone and wasn't involved.
Over the years. The Gospel Choir
"I found my niche in Gospel
has improved and made several accomChoir," Bailey said. "It is more than an
plishments. It has concerts twice a month
organization; it is a family and is one of
which is an average of 30 programs a year.
the best organizations on campus."
"It was popular for awhile, but
The Gospel Choir began in 1969
then it died down around the late 80s and

early 90s," McDonald said. "Now. it's popular, because members are taking a proactive role."
Today, the choir is comprised of a
majority of the African-American population at the University and has the largest
group of active members. Its membership
has doubled from last year and the organization has become multicultural.
"We not only have AfricanAmerican members, but we also have
Hispanic and Caucasian members," he said.
"We are becoming a multicultural organization. We are attracting a more diverse

I found my niche in Gospel Choir. It is more
than an organization, it is a family.
crowd at our concerts."
Additionally, two sub-groups have
been formed within the choir. Praise
dancers, initiated by Kyra Bradley and
praise signers called "Signs from Heaven"
initiated by Andrae Protzman, the section
leader for the tenors.
"We encourage leadership in
Gospel choir," he said. "The praise dancers
and signers are just others way to communicate. We are trying to reach everyone
and uplift them."

and singing at local churches, the choir
particpates in programs throughout the
year. This includes having a tour where
they perform at different areas in a state.
In 1998 they sang in California.
The Gospel Choir performs every
year at the Take Back The Night March
which is sponsored by the Women's Action
Coalition, a feminist activist organization.
Furthermore, the choir members do serve
in local soup kitchen and homeless shelters.
"We try to bring joy and love
where everwe go," McDonald said.
The Gospel choir held their first
"Gospel explosion" this semester. It was a
three-day event featuring a formal banquet and awards ceremony. In addition.
there was a concert by local church and
high school choirs and an alumni brunch
and panel discussion.
One of the new things began this
academic year that McDonald hopes to
continue is the Gospel choir accompanying
the University marching band at a football
game.
"For the first time in history a
Gospel choir sang at a football game."
McDonald said.

In addition to holding concerts

The Temple Scroll: An Attack On The Judaeo-Christian Heritage
neilALTMAN
TMS CAMPUS CONTRIBUTOR

Anti-Semitism, which is no
stranger to skinheads or intellectuals, has
found a more subtle breeding ground. It
has gained respectability with the intellectual elite involved in Dead Sea Scroll
research and biblical criticism.
In what comes down to a new
attack upon Judaism and the Bible, Dead
Sea Scroll scholars affiliated with institutions of higher education around the world
have asserted that the Temple Scroll
should become the sixth book of Moses
and a new book of the Bible, equal to the
Torah, the foundation of all Jewish law.
Even worse, these scholars have reopened
an old wound that the Roman Catholic
Church has sought to heal in recent years
blaming the Jews for the killing of Christ.
Reconstructing part of the text of
the Temple Scroll on the basis of the
Hebrew verb "to hang," some scholars
claim that this verb denotes crucifixion
despite warnings from a leading expert
named Hebraist, J. Baumgarten that the
Hebrew word does not mean "to crucify."
According to biblical and rabbinic law, the
only Jewish means ofexecution were stoning, burning, decapitation, and strangulation not crucifixion, which was a Roman
method.
Scholars then cross-referenced the
Hebrew word with a word from anentirely

different Semitic language that did not
come into usage until five centuries after
Jesus' crucifixion.
One of these scholars said, "Jews
borrowed the practice of crucifixion from
the Romans, and ...'naturalized' it into
Jewish law..." In the process, these scholars have brought back the old libel that
the Jews killed Christ.
"One can no longer argue,"
another scholar wrote, "that the fact of
Jesus' crucifixion excludes Jewish participation in his trial and death; the Romans
were not the only ones to use execution."
Scroll scholars concede the historical fact
that the Romans crucified Jesus, yet. very
disturbingly, they promote quite the opposite. Accordingly, the Jews are again made
culpable for Jesus' death, not just by consent, but by method as well.
Addressing this new attack upon
Jews and Judaism, Aaron Breitbart, senior
researcher at the Simon Wiesenthal Center
in Los Angeles, said in an interview; "One,
Jewish courts never crucified. Two, Jewish
courts many years before (the death of
Jesus) lost their power to inflict capital
punishment."
There are a few accounts of hanging from before the Roman conquest of
Palestine, but, Breitbart said, "when the
hanging from a rope was done, it was done
after the death of the guilty party...to display justice, not at all as a method of

death. So shame on them (the scholars]
for their lack of scholarship," he said. "Or,
if they knew this, shame on them, for perpetrating an agenda!"
Many biblical critics loathe the
Bible, which shows up in their animustowards Jesus, Jewry and the State of Israel.
Hershel Shanks, in Understanding the Dead
Sea Scrolls, states, "For years the issue of
anti-Semitism has lurked beneath the surface of the Scrolls."
Since their discovery in 1947. the
Dead Sea Scrolls have become a major
weapon in an attack upon Judaism and
Christianity and upon Israel. The virulent
anti-Semitic views of John Strugnell. former head of the scrolls team, were
revealed in a 1990 interview with an
Israeli correspondent in which he referred
to Judaism as "a horrible religion" and said
"the occupation of Jerusalem and maybe
of the whole state (of Israel) is founded on
a lie."
Despite
those
statements.
Strugnell was allowed to stay on the team,
though not as its leader. Randall Price, in
his expose "Secrets of the Dead Sea
Scrolls," revealed that the views of a number of other scroll scholars were also antiSemitic.
"Most members of the original
Scroll Team had anti-Semitic sentiments
and openly aligned themselves with the
Arab cause even after the 1967 Six-Day

War," Price wrote. "At the time these attitudes temporarily shut down work on the
Scrolls."
Commenting on Price's revelations, Yitzchok Adlerstein, director of the
Jewish Studies Institute of the Yeshiva of
los Angeles, said, "Dead Sea Scroll studies
in particular show bias of epic proportions." Edward F. Jaworowski, chairman of
classical studies at Villanova University,
said in a 1993 letter concerning Dead Sea
Scroll studies that there are "indeed serious issues at stake here of anti-Semitism
and anti-Christianity, not to mention valid
scholarship and personal and professional
integrity."
"Unfortunately." he continued, "I
agree that until the scrolls can be turned
over to a more legitimate board whose
intentions are beyond question, we'll never
know the truth." Given the bias of many
liberal scholars, is it any wonder that Jews
were barred from the scroll team until
1985? Or that Israel's right to exist was in
question?
While conservative evangelical
scholars saw the rebirth of Israel as the
beginning fulfillment of many biblical
prophecies, many liberal biblical scholars
expressed disdain. Christianity also came
under direct attack. "In the early days (of
Scroll research.) much of the controversyinvolved the extent to which Christianity
would be 'cut down to size' by the contents
♦See TEMPLE, page 20
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Taking of Elian could mark turning point in U.S.-Cuba relations
E.A.TORRIERO
KNIGIII RIOOtR TRIBUNE

Yeats from now, when people look
back at the day U.S. marshals forced Elian
Gonzalez from the arms of Cuban exiles, it
may well be remembered as a watershed
point in U.S.-Cuba relations, several longtime Cuba watchers said.
The picture of U.S. officers using
force against Cuban exiles -- a move supported by Cuban President Fidel Castro -symbolizes the turnabout in U.S.-Cuba
relations from the days of the Cold War,
analysts say.
"We have gone from an image of
two nations in conflict to the two countries working together," said Wayne Smith,
a former chief of the U.S. Interests Section
in Havana. "It is a kind of public cooperation we have never seen before."
The Clinton administration said it
was merely upholding the law and not trying to send a political message. But the
political overtones of the Saturday morning raid reverberated from Havana to
Washington.
With bills pending in Congress to
ease restrictions on food and medicine
deliveries to Cuba, the fallout from the
Elian saga on the diplomatic front could
continue for months.

With Elian likely to remain in the
news - and with Elian's father abiding by
the U.S. legal process -- sentiment among
the American public and U.S. politicians
could favor softening policies toward Cuba
and Cubans, analysts say.
"The transfer of the child to the
father will likely be perceived by the media
and the American public as appropriate."
said John S. Kavulich II, president of the
U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council
based in New York City. "This reflection
will be transferred to how the public perceives issues relating to Cuba."
Throughout the Elian ordeal,
Cuban and U.S. officials have been in
almost daily contact, analysts say.
Congressmen who once had strong antiCastro stances met with Elian's father and
came away less strident.
Even as the Elian saga played out
in recent months, 125 Cuban academics
traveled to Miami for a conference, 300
U.S. students visited Cuba on an educational exchange program, and a U.S.-Cuba
health care symposium was held.
President Clinton seems intent on
using momentum from the Elian situation
to foster better relations with Cuba, analysts say. In recent months, the Clinton
administration has approved more flights
between the two countries.

A federal agent finds Elian and the fisherman
who found Elian In the sea last November in the close!
early Saturday morning.

Elian's cousin
and surrogate
mother
Marisleysis
Gonzalez shows
the media the
photo above,
demanding a
public explanation for the
.ised.

"There is a maturing relationship." Kavulich said of the Cuba U.S. ties.
"Out of this tragedy will come a significant
change in bilateral relations."
Pictures of protesting Cuban
exiles and the riot police brought out to
control them only turn most Americans
against their cause and will likely lead to
more favorable U.S. policies toward Cuba,
experts say.
But many Cuban exiles said they
never dreamed of seeing a time when the
U.S. would use foice against them rather
than Castro. And it makes them even more
determined to fight to keep the 38-yearold U.S. embargo against Cuba.
Now, the picture of Elian being
taken from Little Havana burns in the
minds of many exiles.
"There was too much force used
and this will be never be forgotten by the
Cuban-American community," said Jamie
Suchlicki, head of the Institute for Cuban
and Cuban-American Studies at the
University of Miami.
He disagrees that the saga of the
little boy will create a shift in public opinion that is more tolerant of Castro.
After Americans digest the sight
of Elian being taken forcibly from his relatives, there will be a backlash against
President Clinton's increasingly soft stance

INTEREST
OF THE
CHILD?
YOU
DECIDE.

toward Cuba, Suchlicki predicted.
"There is strong sentiment out
there that this will lead to an easing of the
embargo, but I think the opposite will
happen," he said. "How can we support a
repressive regime and use force against the
people trying to fight it?"
But many analysts say the Cuban
exiles suffered a decisive blow by refusing
to turn Elian over to his father at the order
of U.S. authorities. In long run, Americans
will be more supportive of strengthening
U.S.-Cuba ties because of the unyielding
stance take by the exiles in the Elian case.
"They lost in the court of public
opinion," Philip Brenner, a Cuba expert at
American University in Washington, said of
the exiles. "The standoff has weakened the
power of the Cuban-American community."
If Elian and his father remain in
the United States as promised pending
court appeals, it will only help the perception that the Castro regime is willing to
play by diplomatic rules, Brenner said.
"Abiding by the law gains more
sympathy than breaking it." he said.

After having not seeing each other since
November, Elian is reunited with his father at Andrews Air
Force Base In Maryland on Sunday.
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TEMPLE ♦continued from page 6
John Allegro, one of the original eight members
of the Scroll team, is quoted in Shanks' book as telling a
colleague, "By the time I've finished there won't be any
Church left..."
A. Dupont-Sommer, a leading scroll scholar, considered Jesus to have been the "reincarnation" of the mysterious figure known as the "Teacher of Righteousness" in
the Dead Sea Scrolls -- not exactly biblical thinking as far
as many Christians are concerned.
Even to this day, scholars use the scrolls to discredit the Bible andthe validity of Judaism and
Christianity.
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NOTE: Neil Altman is a Philadelphia-based writer
who specializes in the Dead Sea Scrolb and religion. He has
done graduate work at Dropsie College for Hebrew and
Cognate Leoming, Conwell School of Theology and Temple
University. He has a master's degree in Old Testament from
Wheaton Graduate School in Wheaton, Illinois, and was an
American Studies Fellow at Eastern College. His writing does
not reflect the views of TMS Campus.
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